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PADUCAH, KY., WFDNESDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 12, 1906
s GRAHAM CAPTURED---CHARGED
WITH MURDER OF CLAUDE BASS
BOARD OF ARBITRATION
CAPTURED BY EXTRA OFFICER
F. M. MATLOCK LAST NOW READY TO ACT
EVENING.
CLAIMS HE DID NOT
The arbitration committee named
to settle the differences relative to
the election of Miss Morgan as a
KNOW MURDERED MAN teacher in the High school did not
meet last night, as was intimated in
the aftirnoon papers would be the
case. There were several members
of the committee absent and no at-
tempt was made to hold a meeting
nor was one even thought about.
The chairman stated to The Reg-
ister that Dr. Winstead had bt en ap-
pointed instead of Dr. Coleman.
the Man (anti-Morgan) who resigned and
Little that the board was ready to take up
the matter as soon as Messrs Joe Pot-
ter and John Miller toturned from
Smithl and,
OFFICER MATLOCK HAS BEEN
QUIETLY WORKING ON
CASE EVER SINCE THE
MURDER.
Received Information That
Was Coming Here From
Cypiess Near the
City.
Jim Graham, who is charged with
the murder of Claude Bass, on the
night of August the 21st. is in the
county jail. lie was arrested early
last evening by Extra Officer F. M. '
Matlock. on South Tenth street, and ,
• sent to jail by order of City Judge j
E. IL Puryear. before whom he was •
later presented. The charge against
Graham will doubles be sent to the
circuit court grand jury today, but
his case will hardly be investigated ,
before tomorrw.
The readers of The Register will
recall the murder of Claude Bass and
it atrocious features. Early on the
morning of the and of August in a
clump of weeds on some vacant porp-
erty near the intersection of North
Sixth and Terrell streets, some negro
men who were going to work found
a young man in an apparently dying
condition from some frightful wounds
upon trig head. The moaning of the
young man first attracted the atten-
tion of the passing darkies, and they
located him after a short search. The
matter was at once reported to the
city hall and the hurry wagon, in
charge of Driver John Austin, was
sent to the scene and the young man
was at once taken to the Riverside
hospital where he was given atten-
tion by Dr. Bass. the city physician,
aaeisted by Drs. Sights, Hearne and
HoYer. They quickly found that the
young man', skull was crushel in in
several places and hoping to save
his life they operated upon him and
removed several pieces of the broken
skoll. The attending physicians said
almost from the outset that it would
be marvelous if the wounded man
lived twenty-four hours and their pre-
diction proved true. After lying un-
conscious until the morning of the
23rd. at about 3 o'clock, he expired.
Their was no clue as to the identity
of the young man, nothing on his
• person tending to show who he was.
and repeated attempts were made to
discover who he might he. There
were several reasonable identificit-
tions. but each was in turn exploded. It
was not until Saturday following that
it was positively learned who the
dead man was and then identification
came about' almost accidentally. The
police were•made acquainted with the
fact that Claude Bass had been in the
city and was mysteriously missing.
This report was repeated to his oncle,
Mr. 0. W. Bass. of 1626 Broad street,
together with the statement that the
dead man's clothing•and his pipe were
• at the city hall. Mr. Bass and a
daughter, who had said that he could
identify the clothing, called to see
the articles and were prompt to de-
clare them the property of their
a• nephew and cousin. Then it was
learned that Floes had bought the
clothing form Edward Cohen, who
conducts a store at 1331 Broad street
and he was called to and fully iden-
tified the articles. This left nothing
to be done hut to find his murderer
and pimish him. This seems to have
finally been at least partly done, for
Jim Graham, who is charged with the
deed, is, as stated above, in the
county jail. But his guilt is to "te
proven.
Yoiing Bass, the murdered man,
was hardly twenty years of age. He
was reored in Paducah-but previous
-to his death had been working for
:some time as a switchman for the
-Big Four road at 'Grayville, Ills. He
• had come to the city to visit his
-uncle and family, his parents being
dead, and had been in the city for
several days. He had accommulated
-some money and was seen by several
friends to 'have something like $7o
or $.Ro the day he disappeared. It
5,
••
(Continued on Page Four.)
Dumped Into the Pit.
Hugh Lyon, a new machinist he•p-
r dumped a locomotive into the
turntable pit in the yards of the I.
R. R. here yesterday morning
early. Ile was at the throttle and
threw her open instead of reversing
end the result was as stated. It is
ssid that Lyon got scared at what
he did and jumped but escaped tin-
Iwo though he badly disfigured the
engine. It took a big force all day
to get the locomotive out of the pit.
BRAVES RETURN
FROM WAR PATH.
Chief Lloyd and most of the In-
dians are home from the wind-up of
the Kitty league contests. They are
telling their friends how they lost the
games which came near putting them
at the foot of the clubs and also what
they expect to do until next season
opens. The boys disapointed their
host of friends among the fans but
they , are getting more of a -cordial
welcome than a rout.
Sewed on His Ear.
Stroud Ok., Sept. ro—Frank Snod-
grass, a local railroad man, whose
ear was cut off in a wreck herc on
Adpust 'and afterwards sewed ort
again by a surgeon, reports that the
wound is hea'ing very satisfactory,
and that that ear will be just as good
as the other cee. Wh-- Srodgrass
found that his ear was gooe after
the wreck he hunted up the missing
member and kept it in his possession
ontil a surgeon arrived to dress his
ir.juriea. lie inisted on having it pat
bach on. and attliongb the operation
wits looked upoit as rather deubtful




GREATER PART OF DAY
TAKEN IN EMPANEL-
ING JURY.
Much Interest in the Case of J. M.
Worten vs. The Register News-
paper Company.
Yesterday in the Livingston circuit
court at Smithland the case of J. M.
Worten against The Register News-
VOL. 23, NI'MBER 121
MR. BRYAN ABSENT ONES
AT LOUISVILLE VEXING TO COURT
PLANS ABOUT COMPLETE FOR JUDGE REED PROPOSES TO
THE SOUTHERN RECEP- READ THEM THE LAW
TION TODAY. —_,. HEREAFTER.
WILL ARRIVE AT DEPOT
AT 11:50 THIS MORNING
SEVERAL DELINQUENTS
WERE FINED YESTERDAY
RECEPTION FOR THE PUBLIC THREE MORE CONVICTS ADD-
WILL BE HELD AT THE ED TO THE DELEGATION
GALT HOUSE. TO GO TO STATE
e P. M. PRISON.









The circoit court _ yesterday addedLouisvil'e, Sept. 11.--Plans for the
southern reception to William Jen_ three more convicts to the delegation
nings Bryan to be held in Louisville tehenif Ogilvie and deputies will
tomorrow are almost complete. Mr. have to escort to the state prison at
Bryan, who will arrive at the Seventh I 
One prize drawer was Joe King, ,t 
the close of the court.
street depot tomorrow morning at 1
1:50 o'clock. will be met by thous- s.caree; colored bruiser who attempt-
ands of enthusiastic people. A parade ed to ward off his punishment by
headed by eighteen mounted po'ice- Proof of a good character and that
he had made a mistake in the housemen, an da brass band, and made up
he was to enter. He was given one
year in the pen for shooting and so
woonding Joe Richardson, also col-
ored, that he lost his left leg through
amputation just above the knee.
Three months since on Saturday
night, King apepared at Richardson's
door with a bucket of beer. Richard-
son and King were strangers and
Richardson ordered him away. Kin.;
lows: was slow to go and Richardson as-
South on Seventh street to Main sailted him with a broomstick and
east on Main to Sixth, south on Sixtb belabored him over the head. King
to Jefferson street, east on Jefferson went after an officer to have Rich-
to Third avenue, south on Third ave- ardson arrested but failing to find one
nue to Walnut street, west on Walnut went home and securing his gun re-
to Fourth avenue, north on Walnut turned to Richardson's and seeing
to Fourth avenue, north on Fourth lorn aboveto enter his house opened
avenue to Main. east on Main street tire on him. Richardson received the
of carriaro containing Mr. Bryan*,
members of the reception committee,
distinguished visitors and democratic
clubs on foot will form at Seventh
street depot immediately upon the
ari4Val of the distinguished guest.
The Line of March.
The line of march from the depot
to the Galt House will be as fol-
to the .Ga•t House.
Reception at Galt House.
The reception for the public will
be held at the Galt House immed-
iately upon Mr. Bryan's arrival there.
The public will enter the hotel
through the First street entrance. Mr.
Bryan will stand near the exit door
and shake hands with the peop•e as
they pass out.
After lunch, Mr. Bryan will receive
his friends in his rooms.
At 6 o'clock in the evening Mr.
Ilryan will be the guest at a dinner
given him in the banquet room of The
Seelbach by the executive committee
and at R o'clock he will be taken to a
carriage to the Armory.
— —
Armory Doors Open at 7 O'clock.
There will be no parade or escort
in the trip from the hotel to the place
of speaking.
The doors of the Armory will be
opened to the public at 7 o'clock
and the speaking preliminary to MT.
Bryan's introduction will begin at
roo o'clock.
GREEK AGAIN IN TROUBLE
Warrant Issued for His Arrest On
Charge of Selling Beer.
Will Greek, the confectioneer and
rtstatiranter near Wallace park, is
dose to trouble again, and of his own
making, if the allegations against
him arc true. Yesterday a warrant
was issued for Greek's arrest before
paper company and Jas. E. an*Justice Charles Emery wherein he
Robert W51hclin, for $25.000 for al- is charged with having sold beer to
many customers during the Labor
Day celebration held on the 3rd in-
stant. Greek be presented todhy





The empaneling.of a jury took the
larger part of the day. but the body
was finally secured. Then the case
was stated by Hon. John K. Hen-
drick, of this city, for the defeuse and
by Judge James Brethitt, of Hopkins-
ville, for the plaintiff.
,There is much interest in the case
and during the preliminary arrange-
ments yesterday the court house was
well filled with visitors. The wit-
nesses for the defense left no little
to the crowd.
It is understood that Mir. Worten
will take his witnesses to Smithland
today and for this purpose has chart-
ered a small boat.
taken up, neither
effort to defer the
Rev. W. E. Cave,. pastor of the
-First Presbyterian church, returned
last evening from his several weeks
trip to Virginia.
Preaches Tonight.
This evening at the Trimble street
Mlethodiot church Bishop H. C. Mor-
rison,, of Birmingham, Ala., will
preach and the public generally has an
invitation to hear him. Bishop Morri-
son will come to Paducah on a several
days visit 'to his brother, MT. C. W.
Morrison, the commission merchant
and will preach as announced by re-
quest.
"Light" Is Promised.
It is said that the park commission-
ears are preParing a statement which
will place the $100,000 bond question
before the people in a clearer light.
The promised statement will be await-
ed: 'with interest by the people, who






ON A SECRET TRIP HOME
CHANGE IN MANAGEMENT
OF NEWS -.DEMOCRAT 13INNS HURRIEDLY LEAVES1 WASHINGTON, TO MEET
STENSLAND.
There has been a change in the
management of the News-Democrat. GRAND JURY CHARGEDMr. Berry, who has been in control
ef thei business department of the
paper since Mr. Everett left the city
has, it is reliably said, bought the in-
terest of lire y Woodson in the paper
and will at once take the management
and the editorship control of the pa-
per. The announcement to this effect
is promised for the next few days
and is doubtless only he•d up to com-
plete details. Mr. I3erry x%as formerly
editor and owner of the Morganfield
Sun and is a newspaper man of
standing and ability. The control of
the News-Democrat promises for the
paper a brighter and more respect-
;title career and The Register is
therefore pleased to notjte..4c change
it mentions.
charge in the left leg and the
member was so shattered that am-
putation is as found necessary to save
his left. King only escaped tre full
penalty of the law by one year.
*neither de•egate elect was John
Thomas a young negro who said he
was from Louisville. Thomas was
barged with breaking into an Illin-
ois Central box car and was arraign-
ed for this offense. The evidence
showed that Thomas had broken in-
to the car, which was one of a freight
train coming from Louisville and
bound for southern points, but that
the act was committed at Central
City, some miles east of this point.
and therefore out of the bailwick of
the court. The additional proof, was
that Thomas had after entering the
car broken open many boxes of
merchandise, for the purpose of rob-
bery, and that goods to the value of
twenty dollars or more had been re-
moved. The court upon the evidence
reduced the charge against Thomas
to grand larceny and instructed the
jury to find acordingly. The verdict
returned was for a three year term in
the penitentiary. Thomas told the
court that he was only fifteen years
of age, hoping, no doubt, to get a
sentence to the house of reform in-
stead of the penitentiary, but the
wary judge only smiled over the re•
diculous dodge.
The third prisoner convicted was
John Polk, a man decidedly of ebony
hue who obtained a small amount of
money under false pretenses. He de-
sired to declare himself guilty and
ask for the leniency of the court and
he was perrtiitted to do this. The for-
mal way of presenting a prisoner to
a jury was carried out and a term of
one year in the state prison was
given rem,. He smiled as the jailer
returned him to the bastile, ris hap-
piness over the light sentence show-
ing how like pouring water on a
duck's back to drown the fowl is such
punishment to a rougue of 'Polk's age
and doubtless career.
Attempts were made to elect Jim
Jackson and Lee Williams, colored,
to the pen, the former for malicious
cutting and the latter for malicious
striking, but the evidence was weak
and their offenses were reduced to
sudden heat and passion and assault
and batter yrespectively. and a $so
tine against each assessed. They had
prepared for such result and were
soon permitted to go hence, which
they did without much delay.
Lang Park to be Improved.
The Park Commissioners, it is said,
will improve Lang Park at the earliest
possible delay. To do this they will
use the $1,000 recently appropriated
by the two council boards. It i5 not
yet A:ttled just how the park will be
improved, but it is said the work wilt
all be with the view of placing wtihin
this park the monument to be ereeted
by the ladies of Paducah as a tribute
to the veterans of the south generally
and Gen. Tilgham in particular. The
work contemplated can't be com-
menced too soon nor finished too
early. Lang Park has too long been
neglected.
STILL AT LARGE.
Negro Who Took Leg Bail From
Work Gang Monday.
Will Bowling, colored, who escap-
ed from the court house yard Mon-
day afternoon while being worked up-
on the grounds, is still at large. No
trace of the fugitive has been secured
nor of the shackles which he had up-
on him at the time of his flight.
Clearly "Strung" the Cope.
A fellow who gave his name as
Edward Bridd and said he was from
Paducah reported t o the Louisville
police yesterday that he had been
"touched" in one of the metropolis
redlight districts for a diamond and a
big roll :of money. The report was
either a canard or an attempt to
work the police of Louisville, for it is
clear that Edward Bride' lied as to his




ED DUNNAWAY ALIAS ROY P
BARCRAFT, TIRED OF
SERVING COUNTRY.
Enlisted in Army at Paducah July
2o, Deserted From Ft. Leaven-
Worth, August ts.
City Jailer Tom Evitts had for a
boarder last night a government
prisoner named Ed Dunnaway. aliae
Roy P. Barcraft a deserter from the
army at Fort Leavenworth. Kans.
Dunnaway. for that is his name as
he acknowledges, only joined the
army here the 20th of July last and
eccording to the records deserted on
the isth of August. When he enlisted
he gave his home as Cairo, Tenn., but
now says that this place is his home.
Dunnaway was arrested yesterday
at Halls Tenn.. by Marshal J. B.
Hurley, who is a brother of our
onliest Aaron Hurley, of the local
force, and to him Dunnaway told all
the facts in the case, admitting his
identity, etc. Dunnaway was in
Halls to visit a wife he had there
and whom he deserted just before
be en'isted. Mr. Hurley will likely
take his prisoner to Fort Jefferson.
near St. Louis, after he. gets word
from that post.
Dunnaway says he expects to get a
aorn reception at Fort Jefferson and
some harsh treatment, for having de-





Inspectors And Attorneys Trying to
Find Methods Used by Stens-
land in His
Looting.
Chicago, Sept. tr.—Paul 0. Stens-
land is a'ready on the deep blue sea
headed for America. This report
came last night from what seems to
bs• an accurite sou: ce. It c'is said
that the banker was tak-n toc Harry
Olson from Tangier last night and
that passage was arranged in secret
for the party.. This is in line with
the telegram from Washington that
the departure would be kept secret
It is also in line with a state-
ment made by Assistant State's At-
torney Barbour, who said three days
ago: "Mk. Binns will remain at Wash-
ington until the state department has:
int armation that Stertsland has
salted."
A telegram from Mr. Binns yester-
day announces that he has left Wash-
ington. Nobody at Washington
found out where he went. It is as-
sumed that he went to New York or
such other port as has ben selected
for the arrival of Stensland, and will
there await the coming of the captive.
km/ Sifts Bank Cases.
The grand jury which will hear the
Stensland cases was sworn in yester-
day, and it will take up the bank
cases. These cases will have for de-
fendants only the officers of the bank.
It can be stated authoritatively that
none of the c.jerks or bookkeepers are
in the anxious list, in cestimony of
which fact they have ben summoned
as witnesses and could not be in-
dicted by a grand jury before which
they gave testimony. A subsequent
grand jury, however. might bring
such an indictment.
Among the witnesses summoned
are Bank Examiner C. C Jones. Fred
Esdhor. Oscar Aalherg, John Gallick-
gen. Inspector George M. Shippy and
Jacob J. Kern.
J. J. Kern a Witness.
Attorney Jacob J. Kern is sum-
moned for the purpose of having tes-
tified that a note purporting to be
signed by him, for Ors.000, is forgery.
that it was not signed by him or by
his authority. That is the extent of
his evidence .as it is now seen by the
state's attorney The indictments pre-
pared are for forgery and 'arceny
and all of the witnesses have been
summoned with a view to making
proof of these charges. A s-ei—e of
persons whose names have appeared
on paper alleged to have' been forged
have also been summoned
Jodoe Kavanagh charged the jury
upon the necessity of protecting the
public from those men who occupied
positions of trust. He said:
"I would ask you to examine close-
ly matters where the public is obliged
to trust fortunes and rely upon the
integrity of individuals, and where
'this trust has been violated.
I "Men connected vrkth financial in-
1
stitutions have a grave responsibility.
and I would ask you to probe deeply
into the matter and make accusations
against any .one you think ought to
be accused.
"LET NO ONE ESCAPE
THROUGH SYMPATHY."
Smaller Offenses. serted and is very much dejected over
A fine of $2o0 was assessed against his act and his capture. He is a
 rether sickly looking fellow about
(Continued on Page Eight.) twenty-five years of age.
Kowalski Implicated.
In the work it was found that
Frank Kowalski, former teller of the
savings department, had handled the
qavings end of the robbery of that
department, and that without his con-
nivance such robbery would not have
been possible. Instead of affording a
reason for the flight of Stensland, as
stated in some unthonghted corners,
the facts show a very definite reason
for the suicide of Kowalski.
A deposit slip for $10,200, for in-
stance is shown. This money, in-
stead of being credited on the books
of the depositor. was credited to the
account of P. 0. Setensland & Co. A
(Continued on Page Eight)
MARK TWAIN ISSUES
PART OF LIFE STORY
Mark Twain wrote and pub-
.
l:shed a burlesque autobiography
Some twenty years ago
which tilI brings a. good price as a
'rarity at auction sales. This was sheer
romance. lie has :however, been at
work on a real biography that will
present important facts and details in
his life. although, wherever possible,
in the guise of genial and generous
fun.
He began this many years aa. and
he continues to add to it, day by day.
It already reaches to a quarter of a
million word:. It had originally bees
his intention to publi-h the book post-
burnously in its entirety. He has
been persuaded. however, to allow sec-
tions to appear serially in the North
American Review. beginning Septem-
ber 7. From an advance copy of the
Review the Register is enabled to
present some extracts from the first
installment.
In a mock heroic introduction, Mr.
Clemens informs the world that he
Intends the autobiography shall be-
come a model for all future autobio-
graphies "when it is published, after
my death." He also intends that it
"shall be read and admired a good
masy centuries, because of its form
and method—a form and method
whereby the past and the present are
constantly brought face to face, re-
sulting in contrasts which fire up the
interest all along like the contact of
flint and steel.
Not the Showy Episodes.
"Misreover, this autobiography of
mine does not se'ect from my life its
showy episodes." it declares, but
deals mainly in the common experi-
ences which go to make up the life
of the average human being, because
these episodes are of a sort which he
is familiar with in his own life and in
which he sees his own life reflected
and set down in prist.'
"Howell's was here yesterday after-
noon." continues Mr. Clements, "and
I told him the whole scheme of this
autobiography and its apparently sys-
temless system. Only apparently sys-
temless, for it is not really that. It is
a deliberate system. and the law of the
system is that I shall talk about the
matter which for the moment interests
meo and cast it aside and talk about
something else the moment its inter-
est for me is exhausted.
"It is a system which follows no
charted course,, and is not going to
follow any such course. It is a sys-
tem which is a complete and purposed
jumble—a course which begins no-
where. follows no specified rule. and
can never reach an end while I am
alive, for the reason that if I should
talk to the stenographer two hours a
day for a hundred years I should still
never be able to set down a tenth
part of the things which have interest-
ed me in my lifetime.
"I told Howells that this autobi-
ography of mine would live a couple
of thousand years. without any effort,
and would then take a fresh start and
live the rest of the time.
"He said he believed it would, and
asked me if I meant to make a library
of it.
Life Story to Fill Library.
"I said that that was my design:
but that if I should live long enough
the set of volumes could not be con-
tamed merely in a city. It would re-
quire a state and that there 'would
not be any multi-billionaire alive, per-
haps, at any timme during its exist-
ence who would be able to buy a full
Set except on the installment plan.
"Howells applauded and was full
of praises and indorsement, which
\Vas wise in him and judicious. Ii he
had manifested a different spirit I
-would have thrown him out of the
window. I like criticism, but it must
be my way."
Discussing genealogy in general and
his own in particular, Mark Twain
goes on to tell a stortabout the late
William Walker Phelps, whom he met
when Phelps was minister at the owes
of Berlin.,
"One evening he bad me to dinner
to meet Count S.. a cabinet minister,"
he writes. "This nobleman was of
long and illustrious descent. Of
course I wanted to let out the fact
that I had some ancestors, to, but I
did not want to pull them mit of their
graves by the ears, and I never could
seem to get the chance to work them
in a way that would look sufficiently
-casual. I suppose Phelps was in the
Itatne difficulty. In fact, he *lookea
distraught, now and then—just as a
person looks who wants to uncover
an ancestor purely by accident and
cannot think of a way that will seem
accidental enough.
- Had More Than One Ancestor.
"But at last. after dinner, lie made
a try. He took us about his drawing
room, showing us the pictnres, and
finally stopped before a rude and an-
cient en-graving. It was a picture of
the court that tried Charles I. There
was a pyramid of judges in Puritan
slorch hats, and below them three
hare-headed secretaries seated at a
table. Mr. Phelps put hi's finger upon
one of the three and said with exult-
ing indifference:
" 'Ancestor of mine.'
"I put n22: finger Du -a judge and is.
torted with scathing languidness:
" 'Ancestor of mine. But it is a
small matter. I have others.'
"It was not noble in me to do it.
I have always regretted it 'since. But
it landed him."
Mr. Clemens acknowledges that the
original of Col. Mulberry Sellers was
a real character. one James Lamp-
ton.
"Many persons," he says, "regarded
Sellers' as a fiction, an inven-
ti‘m, an extravagant impossibility, and
did me the honor to call him a 'cre-
ation.' but they were mistaken I 
merely put him on paper as he was;
be was not a person who c,m1d he ex-
aggeratel. The incidents which look-
ed extravagant, both in the book and
on the stage, were not inventions of
mine, but were facts of his life, and I
was present when they were devel-
oped.
Tells 'of Real Col. Sellers.
"The real Col. Sellers, as I knew
him in James Lampton, was a pathet-
ic and beautiful spirit, a manly man,
a straight and 'honorable man, a man
with a big, foolish, unselfish heart in
his bosom, a man to be loved, and he
was loved by all his friends and by
his family worshipped. It is the right
word. To them he was but little less
than a god."
Once when Marls Twain and George
W. Cable were giving their dual en-
tertainment in Mr. Lampton's town
the latter called upon the distinguish-
ed performers at their hotel. After
some exchanges of courtesy Lampton,
in evident embarrassment, said some-
thin gabout his having left his pocket-
book lying on the table in the main
drawing room at home and about its
being after banking hours.
"I stopped him there," MT. Clemens
writes, "and -Legged him. to honor Ca-
ble and me by being our guests at the
lecture—with ass many friends as
might be willing to do us the like hon-
or. ,He accepted. And he thanked me
like a prince mightixho had granted
up a grace. The reason I stopped his
speech about the tickets was because
I saw that he was going to ask me to
furnish them to him and let him pay
next day; and I knew that if he made
the debt he would pay it if he had to
pawn his clothes. After a little furth-
er chat he shook handi heartily and
affectionally took his leave. Cable put
his head in at the door and said:
"That was Col. Sellers."
KING ALFONSO A REAL BOY.
Keeps His English Hosts in Uproar
by His Pranks.
wimiing- all
hearts, to quote Queen Victoria her-
helf. He is quite in love with the
dowager (Consuelo) Duchess of Man-
chester. Her piano playing enchants
him. The night the royal couple
dined with bet he begged her again
and again to keep playing. As long
as she did so the king and the queen
sat on *her side of her, both op-
English court circles have reason to
be grateful that they do not often
'have royal visitors with the energy of
King Alfonso of Spain. During the
fortnight he and his queen have been
at Cowes he has proved to be the
biggest handful his hosts have had
for a long time.
In the first place, the visit is a 
tinct violation of royal etiquette, as it
is most unusual for newly wedded
sovereign to leave his own dominions
for a year after marriage. But Al-
fonso has a strong liking for English
and the English court, and this, cou-
pled with the natural desire of his
young queen to be once more among
her own relatives, decided his majesty
to set conventions at, deafince.
Since his arrival at Cowes the king
has not lost a moment's time in ex-
tracting the last particle of enjoyment
which the famous ,yachting festival
affords. The royal hosts and the state
functionaries have had hard work to
keep pace with his inexhaustible activ-
ity.
Rising at an unheard-of early hour,
he is off for a swim long Wore the
other royalties thought of stirring;
then back to attend to state affairs,
which he insists on polishing off be-
fore breakfast. This finished, he is
ready for the day, and the more that
can be crammed into it, the -better he
is pleased. Often, not content to abide
by the arranged program. he sets off
on his own account on some expedi-
tion without escort of any kind, to
the terror of the officials, who have
painful memories of the coronation
outrage still fresh in their Minds. To
all remonstrance Alfonso replies with
a hearty -boyish laugh, for it is clear
that he revtls in unconventionality.
All Cowes is laughing at one of his
jokes this week. The leading Spanish
functionary here was remonstrating
with him against some prants and.
finding the youthful monarch inclined
.to argue the case, the officialmentor
said:
"But when you are at Cowes you
must do as the Cowes does."
Whereupon his majesty began to
"moo" like a cow.
His open manner is
I! STREWS FLOWERS ON
HIS OWN GRAVE.
•••••••••••••••I••••••••
On a pleasant grassy knoll that juts
into view above the trees which sktrt
the shore of Flushing bay is a granite
monument, which was erected some
years ago to the memory of the men
of the neighborhood who enlisted in
Company II, Sixth New York volun-
teers, at the time of the civil war. In-
scribed mu a bronze tablet on the pk.id-
e-tal are ;he names of twelve men
who left their homes around Flushing
at the-first call to arms and went to
it -fend the union, many of them never
to return. Conspicuous among theiie
names is that of John Brady, who, ars-
coriFitg to the government reports.
died fighting bravely at the battle (.1
Fredk ricksburg, say, the St. Loins
Republic.
Three miles from this monument
the little country hamlet of ('orona.
There, in front of a little white cot-
tage in Park street, may be seen sit-
ting every day an old man, whose age
has given a slight droop to hi.s broad
shoulders. and has streaked his hair
a grizzly gray. The children of the
neighborhood! group around him, and
between puffs of his pipe he tells them
wonderful stories of the great civil
was. This is John Brady, or "Uncle
John," as he is known to the children,
who, say the government reports, died
at Fredericksburg.
"Yes, sir, it was at Fredericksbnrs
that I 'died,'" said John Brady. "Our
command WaS with Sumner on the
federal right. Six times we rushed
across the sunken road at the John-
flies, who fired, volleys at us from be-
hind a stone wall on Marey's hill. It
was like running into a rain of shot
and shell. Every time we charged we
had to retreat, their fire was so fierce.
Vile were retreating for the sixth time.
chased by a fusillade of bullets, when
four balls entered my leg. I was
knocked off my feet, -but a comrade* •
carried me' back with the force. Whet!
the muster roll was called ssltne da),
afterward I answered 'Here' with the
rest. And yet I died right there :t
Fredericksburg.
"I never found out that I had died
there until ten years ago, when I tried
to get a pension. Now, I thought
there would be no trouble getting One
t all. I can show the scars of where
four bullets bored into my leg, one
cut through my foot and one furrowed
across my back. That's enough to
get any man a pension. Well, sir, I
sent my application to Washington
It came back- with the statement on it
that 'John Brady died at Fredericks-
burg December 13 ,1862. and is not
entitled to a pension.' Well, I kne is'
I wasn't dead. but I couldn't prove it
"When they put up the monument
at Flushing they would not believe
me when I told them I was alive
They showed me the war records, and
put me down on the tablet among the
'dead ones.' Every Decoration Dav
I go to that monument and decorate
it with flower,. I look at the inscrip-
tion and know that I am 'dead.' Then
I pray for the soul of John Brady
Yes, s r, I am the only 'dead' man
I ,know who decorates his own monu-
ment.
"Well, the folios around these parts
thin-la my wife can get a pension, since
I am 'dead.' So we -fixed up a petition
and sent it to Washington. Now, we
told the officials that John Brady sva;
officially dead, although. he was still
alive at Corona. strong, in his 63d
year. We said' that since he's dead
his wife is entitled to a pension. The
pension hasn't come yet, but we're
waiting for it. I expected- a letter
about it yesterday."
About this time Mr. Brady's son,
Vincent, 'cameout of the house. Vin-
cent and -his brother, William, botli
served in the Spanish war, as sailor -
William died of ft ver on a tran Tort
Vincent fought under Admiral Schley
at the battle .of Santiago. He lives
with -his mother and father. Vincent's
appearance caused the old man to
think of the Spanish war.
"WIty, in the civil war we had, skir-
mishes before breakfast, and morii
men were killed than ever died- in the
Spanish war. Yes, and we thought
these skirmishes too small to report.
Mr. Brady was born in the neighbor-
-hood of Flushing in 043. He enlisie(i
in 186t and served until 1863, wh-ii
he was discharged. He re-enlisted and
served until the end of the war. Ile
fought at the battles' of Gettysburg,
Bull Run, Live Oaks and in the Pen-
insular campaign under McClellan.
His idol was Gen. McClellan.
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plauding deli..thtedly at the end of
each peace. Finally the king took a
couple of pieces of music which the
duchess had played during the even-
ing, "for my little queen to learn."
He folded them into the smallest com-
pass and stuffed them in a-coat pock-
et.
This dinner .was the gayest of any
given during this week. King Alfonso
kept the party in fits of laughter and
after dinner tried his hands at several
conjuring tricks.
When -the king took his departure
he kissed the duchess' Immd in the
most gallant manner, and thanked- her
for "the most 'enjoyable evening" lie
had spent on the island:
The duchess looked particularly
handsome, all in black, with black
and diamond ornament i in her -hair
and two rows of large pearls around
her neck:
TRAITS OF INHERITANCE.
En Books as Well as in Life These
Are Certain Strong Family
Resmeblance.
One may imagine an artist attempt
lug, on a wager, to paint' a landscape
without using a single tone of yellow,
let us say, or blue, says Frederic Ta
ber Cooper, in the I3ookman. In the 
$6 00 FOR  $1000 FOR 5 YEARSsame v.:ay one may imagine a novelist writing a story of a man and a •
woman, so detached from the outside
world, so silent regarding their ances-
try, their past lives, their present
surroundings, so nearly a record of
two naked souls, that heredity and
environment may be said for once to
be eliminated. But such a picture,
such a story, would be a mere tour
de force, not an honest transcript from
life. Every landscape must contain,
In varying degrees, some yellow and
some blue. Every human story must
concern itself with traits inherited
from our fathers or acquired through
the company we keep.
And the novelist to whom his char-
acters are a living reality, men and
women whom he thinks of as having
an existence outside the pages of his
book, needs no pnemptings from Dar-
win in order to make us recognize
the ties of blood and of propinquity
—any more than the photographic
lens needs to be prompted in order
to show, in—a-- family group, how the
father's eyes, the mother's lips are
mirrored back ir?t,- the faces of sou
and daughter.
It is not venturesome to say that
In some of our best English novels,
In "Belinda" and "Emma," in "The
Newcomes" and "The Mill on the
Floss," there is often more heredity
than Miss Edgeworth or Miss Austen.
than Tha.ckeray or George Eliot were
conscious of putting there. Take any
novel of the first magnitude, in which
a whole household is described, three
generations of genial, kindly gentle-
folk. the sort of family that it would
be a privilege to know in real life.
One of the granddaughters, let us say,
Is the author's chief concern, an.: the
.whole book revolves around her per'
sociality.
Now if the book is based up-.n an
Intelligent observation of Life it is
not a vital matter whether the author
has worked oat the heredity far you,
like logarithms, down to Lb., tenth
decimal. You ars free to wen: it out
for yourself, to trace the turoine's
qualities, good and bad, back to their
various sources; to eon}ectare about
her many things whiah the author
never once meatiosed, perhaps nev-
er even thought Of, In books, as well
as in real WA Where are certain fam-
ily resemblance' that are never li11•
Wed until pointed eut by sozoe com-
parative stranger.
THE OLD, OLD STCRY.
Bat the Night Grew F adden],
Chilly and the Love-24 zing
Was a Frost
Blowly they walked in t)4e twilight
--kis and she, writes C. W. Taylor, in
the Chicago Tribune.
Hs was no longer in the Leydey of
youth.
Time, however, had laid lirht hands
upon him. So had his barber, but
oftener and more artisticalle, and be
was well groomed.
lab* was a rare and radiant maiden,
known to the regular freqtenters of
Spotcaeh & Co.'s greet eniemium of
trade as the girl at the robbo., counter.
"Mies Mildred," he said, s. .'h a sort
of premonitory oough, "let t. suppose
a CYO."
' • case of what kind. l!r. Mato
wer?" she asked. "Notlons7 Or rem-
slants?"
"Let us not talk shop, 7-Ilas Mil-
dred. If 'case' suggests I talness I
will vary the phrase. Let us consid-
er a hypothesis.-
"• wM..t?"
"A hypc :heel'. A hypothesis is a
tpposit:oa, ..0 assumption, a postu-
late, a working tests, or en idea taken
for granted, for the purpose of laying
a foundation, establishing a proposi
Lion, or demonstrating a fact Get
the idea?"
"0, yes; anybody can understand
that. Ls there more of itr'
"There is. day, my dear girl,
YOU expect to massy somebody."
"Is that the typo--hypo--"
"No; that is one of the eternal
verities. Every pretty girl exp•cts to
marry somebody. Here is the hrpoth
et's: Suppose some man, slightly
past the bloomIng period of youth,
but well preserved, in full possession
of health, strength, and all his Intel-
leetual faculties--
"A hypothesis is a man, is It"
"He's a necessary part of this one
Suppose some such man as I am de
scribing, not at all ill looking, and
possessed of a reasonable share of this
world's goods, should fall wildly,
madly, ciesperately in love with you,
Miss Mildred—"
"And offer you his hand and heart
—do you think you could learu to
love him?"
They walked along a block or two
In silence.
Then Mr. Matewer spoke again.
"Feels a little, as if it 'were going
to snow, doesn't it, Miss McGinn?"
he said.
Strong Argument.
Worcester. England, has refused to
give the government a site for a ear.
airy barracks, though one of the city
councilmen used a strong argument
He urged that the presence of 1,500 THEsolders in town would end the pre.
nlling scarcity than ot female 14
11111111 11Mileile. - 
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DR. COOFLOYSKY IS OUT Fa'
RUZVELT AND A.
WARD.
Sez Bord of Edukashun Shud at Wuns
, Adubt Nu Speler—Shakspeer
Workd Tu Tedeously.
The names of "Ruzveh" and A.
Wadislav Kuffusky will go down in
history with that of the great linguis-
tic reformer Artemus Ward. In spite
of the extended notice that the papers
have given the uplift board there is
a feeling growing in that quarter that
t's - • • :aining the fame as ere-
sailers \\ sich is coming to Martzen
and "Fish" Murray. Imbued with
this feeling. Dr. A. W. Kufiewski has
determined to stand by the president
in his tight against the spelling trust,
which has its roots in popular prejud-
ke, says the Chicago Chronicle.
The nest meeting of the board of
trustees will be filled with pleas for
the simple-life spelling, notices being
something after this order, if it is con-
sistent:
"The great need of speling reform,
which thru No many years has been
the subjeist of diligent thot among
leading apo.tles of -edukashun, shud
thru its •implicity comend itself to
all rite-minded penpje, which includes
al but the publishers of spding buks.
Following the lead of our author-pres-
ident. the fiord of edukashun, which
reflects sech credit on the city of Chi-
-hut! inaugurate a great peling
reform
Precedent Enuf for Action.
"We have t,reeedent for doing any.
thing with the language, since speling
is an introvashtin itself Our ior--
bears believed in speling according to
the graveled whim of the moment Anil
from Chaucer to Cotton Mather have
ieft us rind examples of the glory
that witz ours til the sptling mist
sought to sel us and incidentaly sel
some speling bilks. I therefore reco-
mend that the feasibility of introduc-
ing fonetic speling into the skuies be
investigatd."
It is .expected that the resolution,
even when not consistent with its ten-
ets, will cause the gentle board mem-
bers to desist even from the pleasant
sport of Cooley baiting and to sit up
and take notice.
Dr. De Bey, who is also in favor of
the spelling reform, is expected to
support the motion. Everything else
will be forgotten and the board will
go into special session of discussion.
or what might, as opposed to execu-
tive session, be called discursiveness.
The subject came up some years ago
but was throttled in its infancy and
was not revived till the action of Pres-
ident "Rnyvelt." This has given a new
force to the movement and it was not
to be expected that the uplift board
would fail to he in the van of edu-
cational reform. It has been a little
wary so far. but the noble heroism of
the new advicates of linguistic liberty
has effaced all fears.








"Techer plese exkuse Wile from
skule today at nune, as I want him to
hom." 
Authors Will Be Recast. 
Phones: ew 334. Old 699.Old 
It will be the correct form, and
others who spell according to that
archaic methods in vogue today will
be embarrassed by becoming the ob-
jects of ridicule for flagrant misspell-
ing.
The effect of this reform on the
perplexing problem of the readers is
almost appalling. The publishers will
be required to replate and give out
graded selections from Artemus
VVhrd.
Ultimately the old authors will be
recast and will come into the new up-
list. Meanwhile Dr. De Bey will do
t 8-.-cnoc Wird
readers are not publisli;ci by a trust.
All pictures of "Ruzvelt" will have
the spelling of the name changed to
conform to the model set. When the
Mist of Kosciuszko—this spelling was
given out by Dr. A. Wadeslaw Ku-
flewski before he became smitten with
the uplift fever—will. be changed to
Kosiusco, and all his compatriots in
this country can profit by a like sim-
plification.
Mr. Cooley is skeptical as to the
utility of the reform, but his wi•hes
would make no difference anyway and
it is not likely that he will be con-
sulted.
When interviewed as to the spelling
reform the-board members were not
inclined to favor it with the exception
of Dr. De Bay, who said that a spell-
in was sure to come.
Some Oppose Flatly; Some Favor.
"I think that we have enough work
Will Stop Spelling Book Fight.
If adopted the reform will effect-
ively stop the spelling book fight
which is now raging in the school
masagement committee and this will
materially cut down the element of
comedy which, besides being artistic,
is incidental to the committee's tran•-• action of business.
If carried out the notices sent to
the schools will read something like
this:
This will be followed by marked
improvement in spelling and the ex-
hibits of the humorous "skule mam"
will not be the letter reading:
"All thos who ar on far behins1 in
their literary studies, as never to have
bot thee huks, wil purchas a complete
edishun of the wurks of Artemus
Ward. .the great father of the Eng-
lish lan.gwag. The study of Addison,
Macattly. Burk and ShakeSpere must
be discontinued til the children hay
lurned to write their nativ tittig with
facility. The crude formalism of the
writers referd-to together with others
'who are usually studied in such that
it cramps the mind of the skule child
and keeps the child from acqiring pro-
ficiency with his own langwag as it is
spelt. Teachers will plese act at once.
"EDWIN G. CUT..EY.
"Supt. of Skules."
"As appendix see order of board
creating new speling.
Arternus Ward the Greatest.
a "Be it ordered by the hord of edu-
kashun of the city of Chicago, That•
• in the year 2 of the Uplift it wil be
considered an °Tens, sunishahl by :ex-
pulshun from skule, to spel as did any
of the erodern authors, except the not-
ed and schoiarly Artemis Ward, wins
was uneitr.s•isusly the gratest coo:
in English literatur. Without realiz-
ing his greatness 14 laid the founda-
Ann -for the higher life, which we
herein decree and establish, and




"I don't care to commit myself,"
said Mrs. Keough.
"I ant working for the best intereat
of the children above everything else
and I hope that the reform will be
carried," said Dr. Kufluski.
"There are so many reforms goiig
on that it is hard to form opinions on
all of them," said Trustee Post.
"I think that some of the words in
our present spelling are improperly
cut and could be trimmed down to
advantage," said Sonsteby.
"I should like to see some real re-
forn't in the spelling, as it would less-
en typographical errors," said Trus-
tee Harding.
"It would simplify settlement work,"
said Raymond Roins.
President Ritter. after the honk
fight, is taking a vacation and could
not be reached.
hands. without attempting to
'Telling," said Trustee Mid-
ANGRY OWNER BURNS UP
AUTO THAT BROKE DOWN
Taunted By Farmers, Offers It for
Sale, Then Sets It Afire.
Terre Haute. Ind . Sept tt.—IT. F.
Tulle of St. Louis started from here
to St. Louis in his auto yesterday Ten
miles west, at Billtown. the auto broke
down asd - he was unable to make it
move Disgusted over his luck and
enraged by firmers and boys taunting
him he offered the machine for sale
No one made a -hid and Hille went to
the Collins Coal company nearby, got
some gasoline, poured it all Over the
machine and set fire to it, remarking
that he would fix it -so no one else
could use it. .After watching the auto
burn he returned here and took a train
for St. Louis, saying he had enough
of autoing.
MODESTLY DRAPED.
Bill Posters Evade Prosecution by
Covering Up Advertisements.
Owensboro. Ky., Sept. T T .—Th e
Owensboro Bill Posting company
the most modest and unassuming
posters obtained over the "woman in
the mon," whose raiment, or lack of it
shocked Hopkinsville's mayor. Owens-
boro ministers, and other interested in
a diAcrimination between art asd in-
decency. The ministers of Owens-
boro had appointed a representative
to go before the grand jury to se-
clue indictments against the bill post-
ers, hut a compromise was reached
in the removal of the picturis.
BIG CROWD WILL
GREET MR. BRYAN
Guy Nance. Lee Nance. M. Nance, Embalmer
GUY NANCE & SON
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMFRS
White Ambulance for sick and injurid only.
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street.
Open Day and Night.
••KentutIO State
Louisville, Aept.N.1742
Route of Parade Will Be Determined
at a Meetoig Today.
Louisville, Sept. to.—A big crowd
is expected at the Seventh street sta-
tion at noon Wednesday to welcomz
William Jennings Bryan.
A meeting of the subcommittee on
the parade will be held tomorrow with
Judge James P. Gregory, chief mar-
shal of the parade, at which the final brush.details for the routing will be ar-
ranged. The next thirty miles lay through a
tract covered with cane and reea. AsCarriages for Me. Brysn, the mem- the cane receded the eyes of the path-
finders fell upon the rapturous
bers of his party and for those of the
plainslocal committee will be at the station 
' 
of Kentucky. A glorious sky and anto meet the train. The doors of the inviting soil presented themselves.Armory will open about 7 o'clock in The earth was covered with clover inthe evening, and the speaking by Sen- 'fill bloom. The woods aboundedator Edward W. Carmack and Henry with game. The turkeys were soWlatterson will begin about 7:30 I-•    abundant  that they appeared Istit one he was the superintendent of the
o'clock. MY. Bryan will arrive at the immense flock, scattered eNcrywhere Bth-Israel cemetery.hall about 8 o'clock.
• "
S25,000 'ANNTFIIMLAA.s.
TROTTING AND RUNNING RACES DAILY,
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Mattil Efingera Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
1n S. THIRD STREET; ":PADUCAH. KY
THE WILDERNESS ROAD
OR BOONE'S TRACE
Ju,tly conspiciiritiF is the place ac- in the woods. Nature appeared more
corded in Kentucky early history to I prodigal here than anywhere else they
the Wilderness road, otherwise known had ever seen with gifts for mind and
as Bonne's Trace. This path body. So transported with joy werewas
theroad builders that they felt likepierced by Daniel Boone through
!falling on the earth to kiss the vir-mountain fastnessec and forest growth
gin sod of Kentucky as Columbus hadfrom the settlements of Virginia and
North Carolina into Kentucky. In centuries before that of the West In-
dies.the fall of 1774 nine g mtlemen of
Grsnville ar.d adjoin:n; North State
counties formed what was known as
the Transylvania compan.e These
geneltmen were Sol. Richard Hen-
derson. John Luttrell, Nathaniel Hart.
Thomas Hart,. David Hart, William
Johnston, John Williams, James Hogg
and Leonard Hendley Bullock. By
agreement with Boone a council was
ca;lcd at the Sycamore Shoals of the
Wataega river with the Overhill
Cherokee Indians for a treaty. That
treaty was consummated March 17,
rm. at the residence of Col. Charles
Robertson. probably a fort on the Wa-
tauga, a tributary of the IIolston, in
what is now northeastern Tennessee.
The negotiation lasted about twenty
days. and was executed by Oconistoto,
chief warrior and first representative
of the Cherokees.
In consideration of .£10,000 lawful
money of Great Britain, this chief and
his counselors deeded to the Tranns-
vania company all the territory lying
between the Trannsylvania company
all the territory 'ying between the
Cumberland river and the "Kentucky
(:henoca, or what by the English is
called the Louisa river, up the latter
and its most northwardly branch.
thence to the top ridge of Pnwell's for come time of the Wilderness road
mountain. thence to the head in that direction—Louisville Herald
spring of the most southwardly
branch of the Cumberland river.
thence down said river to its mouth.
and lip the Ohio river to the mouth
of the Kentucky, a magnificent cession
of not less than 17.000,000 acres.
The first road, or trace. always
known as the Wilderness Road. or
Boone's Trace, was cut from Long
Island, on 'Holston river, not far from
But all was not peaceful in their
progress, The Northern Indians
were at the time on the warpath. The
first contest between whites and in-
on Kentucky soil took place
March 25. 1775. in what is now Madi-
son county, fifteen miles south of the
Kentucky river. Ungons5:i us of any
approach of danger. the isail makers
lay asleep unguarded ai.:1 wuhout a
sentinel to warn them of a foe's ap-
proach.
The attack was sudden, taking place
just half an hour before day. The In-
dians discharged a voney at the sleep-
ing white men. But the contest was
soon over. Recovering from their
surprise. Bonne's men soon put the
savages to flight, but Capt. William
Twetty Ant in [both knees, died
March 28, the martyr of the first
highway between civilization and sav-
age America. Some of the party, an-
ticipating a prolonged struggle with
the Indians, then left 'Boone, and, ie-
tnrning by the very trail they had
helped make, got back to the settle-
ments of Virginia.
lint Bonne fearlessly went to work
and established a station, which he
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FOUNDER OF FIRST
KENTUCKY- SYNAGOGUE
Samuel Fromholtz Dead-. of Starva-
tion, Being Unable to Take
Food for ao Days.
Ky • Sept. it.—After
forty days of suffering, death at lastthe place of treaty, to Boonesorough, came to ,the relief of Samuel From-on the Kentucky river. The Transyl- holtz, the oldest expounder of thevania company had directed Daniel Jewish faith in this city. yesterday
morning, at his home, Jackson and
Green streets.
M)r. Fromholtz is est years old and,
owing to his advanced age, he broke
down six weeks ago and has been un-
able to eat anything for the last rorty
days. He repeated'y called for
food, and though the members of his
family have tried frequently to satis-
fy his hunger, all their efforts have
proved without result, as the aged
man was not able to swallow
anysFifty
in-fire.
years ago, when there
were no synagogues in this city, he
conceived the idea of founding a place
where the Jews could worship. With
the coo-peration of several other ,He-
brews he succeeded in founding the
Beth-Israel synagogue, situated on
Green street, between First and Sec-
ond streets. Until several years ago
Boone to go on ahead and open this
road. Capt. Twetty's band of eight
men joined Col. Boone's, and the com-
bined party numbered thirty, incInd-
ing, besides Daniel 'footle and Twet-
ty, Squire Ronne, Col. Richard Cal-
loway and John Kennedy. Starting
from Long Island March to, 1775. they
marked the way with hatchets till they
reached Rockcastle river. Thence for
twenty miles their course lay through
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WINDOW
PHANE...
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.




WE EXTEND TO OUR
FRIENDS THE • SEASON'S
GREETING, AND WITH IT AN
EARNEST INVITATION TO
CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME
LINE OF FALL AND WINTER
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
SUITINGS ASV OUR PRICES
WILL SUIT YOU.
Dicke & Black, 516ilway.
be able to get at the bottom of the
scheme to steal the money of the de-
positors. Every man concerned in it
should be sent to prison, and there
^
 IMISNMeds.seemem
caused mainly by the hurry of getting
to press with no time to read proof,
Every hour in the country fR Tee-
eious ,and Sunday—if not rainy—
the queen pearl of all his string. Sun-
day, when bells call softly across the
valleys, is indescribable. In the coun-
try it will befall him to meet boy,
riders on snow-white horses prancing
down winding roads; they may be
summer boarders, but if he has the
vein of. poetry in him—which no gen-
uine commuter should be without—
he Kill remember certain Welsh fairy
tales, and let well enough along.
And when evening dinner is done.
and he walks among the cold violet
leaves by the roadside, breathing a
thousand fragrance: and rejoicing in
the robin's twilight note, or visits
some steep, flowery 'hillside that has
grown dear to him, his heart is full
of gratitude.
is no indication of a disposition to
shield anybody in the investigation
that is now being made.
There was such a disposition in the
case of the wrecked trust company
in Philadelphia, but the activity of the
receiver and of the district attorney
has made the carrying out of the plan
impsessible. Three arrests have been
made, that of Segal, the promoter
who speculated with the trust com-
pany's funds by the complicity of Hip-
ple, the dead president; of North, the
trust company's treasurer, and of Col-
lingwood, his assistant. The district
attorney is sure that he has evidence
to show the complicity of all these of-
ficers with the thefts which Hipple
carried on. Receiver Earle has charged
that several of the directors also han
guilty knowledge of the operations of
zegal and Hippie, but no warrants for
the arrest of eny directors have yet
been arrested. A plan for reorgani-
zation of the company has been
checked by these arrest's, lite punish-
ment of the thieves is not likely to
lessen recovery of their plunder.
from Tangier Monday night by Harry There is a contrast in the cases of
Olston, and will be brought to New the two wreckers. HiPple, in Phila-
York or some other port selected by
the state department. The departure
of the bank looter was aimed to
have been a secret, but tre omni-
present reporter learned of it.
The grand jury eras sworn . in at
Chicago. and Judge Kavanagh
charged theoiury upon the necessity
of protecting tht public from those
men who occupied positions of
trust. His charge was a strong one.
He said:
"I would ask you to examine
closely matters where the public is
obliged to trust fortunes and rely
upon the integrity of individuals, and
where this trust has been violated.
"Men connected with financial in-





for it must be understood that the
heading of late articles or "stories"
do not appear on the proof with the
body of the articles.
Wfiole volumes could be, and have
been, written On the subject—but
what's the use? The proof-reader
At Register Building, 523 Broadway gets the blame; but 
his shoulders are






JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer 
Punishing Big Thieves.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary 
(Brooklyn Eagle.)
Stensland, the bank wrecker in Chi-
lintered at the Postoffiee of Paadti- eases), willelse_ 
bratight homelier= Moe-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. occo 
and punished for his crime. He
 has no illusions as to his, escape, be-
One Year $5.00
cause he says he knows Chicago jur-
Six Months  2.50
ies. He also says that he is not re-
Three Months  1.25 
sponsible for the greater part of the
One Week 
thefts, but lay. these to Cashier Her-
:  do ing. That is a matter that can .be de-
Anyone failing to receive this paper termined in the criminal courts. Her-
The Register Office at once. Tele-
regularly should report tile matter to --•fig and Stensland are fluent in their
accusations of each other, and be-




We are authorized to announce
D. A. CROSS
as a candidate for the office of City
Judge of Paducah; subject to the ac-
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec-
tion to be held Thursday, September
20.
We are authorized to announce
ED H. PURYEAR
es a candidate for the office of City
Judge of Paducah; subject to the ac-
ton of the Democratic Primary Elec-
tion to be held Thossday, September
20.
Wednesday Morning Sept. 12, 1906.
Home-Coming of Stensland.
Stensland, the fugitive Chicago
banker, is on his way home, accord-
ing to the dispatches. He was taken
ity, and I would ask you to
deeply into the matter and
accusations against any one
think ought to be accused.
"Let no one escape through sym-
pathy."
Greater New York! Great in
crime, graft and—everything. All
great moves seem to emanate from
.that "center of the universe." The lat-
est story from the metropolis is that
of the unionizing of the public
schools. According to abe story pub,
lished elsewhere in this isscie. if the
plans of.the prosectors materialize, all,
teachers must have a union card and
each boy or girl must wear a union
tutton of the same union to which
their parents belong.
If Segal had not "got it all" would
President litipp'e have tried Stens-
land's African route instead of the
trips to—the other warmer country?
The cheekiest man has been dis-
covered. H.'s in Virginia, and has
offered his divorced wife a peisition
25 cook to his present wife.
Indecent Pictures.
The crusade against the indecent
poster is being pushed in many cities
throughout the state. It is a good
move, and one that shottld have the
support not enly of the ministers but
every man and woman who loves
decency. and especially every parent.
As previously mentioned in The
Register. such action has been taker,
by the city of Hopkinsville. The Ken-
tuckian ,of that city. says:
"The nude arnmaer pit onee a-
patent medicine, suppressed in this
city, have .been de:troyed on the
Owensboro bill boards, as a result of
the movement started here. The min-
isters were preparing to take the mat-
ter before the grand jury, when the
pictures were taken down."
Cussing
Gentle reader, you cussing
the paper and the proof-reader for the
"errors a child could find." did yoil
ever stop to consider how those er-
rors get through?
In the first place the best proof-
reader will miss many—just glance
over the metropolitan dailies, and yell
will see that there are more erroie to.
the amount of type set than in the
"country dailies," and only the best
and highest-salaried proof-readers—
dozens of them—a-re employed on the
city sheets.  Errors in heads, while
Then, when an error is' marked it is patent, are more glaring.
the Proof-Reader.
when are
delphia. maintained a high moral stan-
dard all the time that he was looting
the bank's funds for Segal. lie
crossed Addicks of Delaware from his
list of ciireeterelfiben Addicks became
involved ift dftraceful divorce case,
on the gtseidal*,it his trust company
had a moral as well as a financial stat-
us to maintain. He refused deposits
from Addicks. Bay State Gas company
and cut his personal relations with
Addicks because the latter "lacked
high grael.s..,rooral fiber." Then he took
more money for Segal on bones and
flimsy securities. That game might
be going on still if Segal had not
been outwitted by Mr. Havemeyer of
the sugar trust. Segal had launched
a sugar refining company in order to
sell it out to the trust, the method
by which he raised himself from pov-
erty. When Segal needed money and
tried to sell out he found that Mr.
Havemeyer had quietly secured a ma-
jority,of klback and' could not be
bled. Then e. seeing the destruc-
tion of his house of cards, blew his
brains out.
Stensland of Chicago was a gam-
bler on 'horse races and a debauchee.
and was apparently made of soarser
fiber than Hippie. But he, too, debet-
ed suicide when he had to face the ex-
posure of his thefts. Finally he dis-
carded the pistol in favor ol flight to
Africa. He has been caught there
through the enterprise of the Chicago
Tribune in tracing him. There is lit-
tle chance that his return -vii' add
anything to the assets from which
the depositors can recover, but his
conviction and punishment will do
much to protect the deposits in other
financial institutions - from inside
thieves. The eagerness to punish
Stensland in Chicago and the deter-
mination to pursue all of Hipple's ac-
cessories in Philadelphia are pleasing
evidences that the moral awakening
shown by the elections of last year
is not passing. Decent government
and safe business both rest upon the
honesty of the individual.. Nothing
would afford a greater stimulus to
honesty than the sight of delinquent
bank officers and other big thieves
in erison etripes. The cynical notion
that theft was safe if it was only big
elioneli has done more to demoralree
oar ,tandaids than any one single in-
fluence. Prison sentences in these
two cases. will do a good deal to check
that belief.
+ •1• ei -Si ire + e-
e• .?
-O CHRISTIANS SHOULD •*.•
GUARD THE BALLOT •*.•
•"
.
'Lexington, Ky.. Sept. et —Rev. I.
J. Spencer, in his sermon Sunday
morning on "Church Discipline Adapt-
ed to the Times," spoke of the di-
vinely ordained office of, elder, bishop
or overseer, urging that church elders
should' ofversee and shepherd the
members of the flock in every calling
and in every walk of life. fie re-
ferred to business, to society, to the
home and to politics and said that
from the clear indications of scrip-
tures it was incumbent upon local
church elders to call members to ac-
count for any dishonesty, falsity.
fraud, deception or corruption in any
department of life. He said that ac-
cording to report men had been im-
ported from Cincinnati to carry our
city elections by falsehood and fraud.
Bribery, perjury, hypocrisy and theft
had been charged against the man-
agers of our elections. It is said that
an "honest man has no business in
politics." The inference is that the
political combinations and practices
are so utterly corrupt that no men
can enter and endorse them without
dishonesty and partnership in iniquity
If this be true; if decent Americans
cannot adventure themselves into the
theater of political elections without
contamination and pollution, using the
sacred right of citizenship, the bal-
lot, as Christian patriots should use
it whether in casting it or in counting
it, whether in registration of votes or
in safeguarding the ballots until fair-
ly counted, then it is time for a polit-
ical revolution in the interest of the
simplest and most fundamental ele-
ments of manhood, morality and free
citizenship.
If church memers be the guardians
of the registration books,lthe polls and
ether matters connected with our elec-
tions. then church elders should act
as their overseers. I trust that the
time is at hand when not a member
of this cherch can practice political
intrigue or chicanery, can bribe or
steal, or consent to cover up the theft
of bribery or falsehood of others with-
mit the private censure and public re-
buke of the elders of this chttr''h




Came Out Constantly— Hair Finally
Had to Be Cut to Save Any—Scalp
Now in Good Condition and No
More Itch ink—Another Efective
CURE BY THE
CUTICURA REMEDIES
"I will gladly give you all the infor-
mation concerning my ease. I used
the Cut icura Soap and Ointment for a
diseased scalp, dandruff, and oonstant
falling of hair. Finally I had to cut
my hair to save any at all. Just at
that time I read about the Cuiticura
Remedies. Once every week I sham-
pooed my hair with the Cuticum Soap,
and I used the Ointment twice a week.
In two months' time my hair was Ion/
44 • • I
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RACKET STORE
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FINAL SIMI WAIST SALE.
Welave condensed our entire stock
of Ladies Shirt Waists info one lot
and beginning MONDAY, _pt. 10
will sell any White Waist in the
house kr
The Call of the Wild.
(Book News Monthly)
The truth of the business is that
when the sun is at the summer sol-
stice the ancient savage awakes in
man and craves to go a-roaming. Old
clothes and the smell of earth make
irresistible appeal. He demands
shining spaces of sky and free winde.
He cannot camp—except in rare in-
stances—but he can commute.
not alwAys corrected. or, in the lino-
type work, where an entire line has
to be reset to correct a single letter,
it frequently happens that the oper-
ator makes one or more errors in the
"corrected" line, and quite frequently
the "make-up" or foreman removes
the wrong "slug" (line of type) or




is now five years ago, and I have a
lovely head of hair. The length is
six inches below my waist line, my
scalp is in very good condition, and
no more dandruff or itching of the
scalp. I used other remedies that were
recommended to me as good, but with
no results. If you wish to publish
any of what I have written you, you
are welcome to no so. I 'am, respect-
fully, Mrs. W. F. Grime, Clay Center,
Neb., Oct. 23, 1905."
FROM THE HOUR OF BIRTH
Mothers Should Use Cuticura
Soap, the World's
Favorite
Mothers are assured of the absolute
purity and unfailing efficacy of Cuticum
Soap and Cutieura Ointment, the great
Skin Cure. in the preservation and puri-
fication of the skin, scalp, hair, and hands
of infants and children. For baby ems-
mas, rashes, iteliins and chafings, as
well as for annoying irritations and
ulcerative weaknesses, and many sana-
tive antiseptic purposes which readily
suggest themselves to mothers, LS weB
as for all the purposes of the toilut
bath, and nursery, Cuticum Soap
Cut icura Ointment are priceless.
Sold throughout the world. Cutleurs ikwp
Sk., Resolvent, We. (in form of Co..,'. 'aze Conned
rafter Drug mad Chem. Corp. Kole Prom.. toll=
Ms, Sir. per viol 10), may be had ill •11





These are thTs seasons regiirai styres and patterns
The Regular price wrs from 99c to $1.48.
Some. of them are slightly soiled and we haven't all
sizes. While they last 50c each.
Somebody will get these if you don't.
Sale Begins at 8 o'clock.
PURCULLMOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
asked if he had any objections to be
questioned and again said "No."
In repliy to other question s he said
that he had heard of the killing of
Bass, but could not tell from whom,
and that he understood he was killed
lion the 21st of August. He. said that
Ton that day he was in Paducah but
that all the day he was at the home
has all along bee thought he was of his mother, whom he said was
killed for his money, and this is
doubtless the case.
The arrest of Graham, the alleged
murderer of Bass, was made, as stated
last evening. His capture was effected
by" Mr. F. M. Matlock, who was serv-
ing on the police force as an extra
man, shortly after 6 o'clock. MN'. Mat-
lock had received information, as he
stated to a Register repo-ter, from
a brakeman of the Illino's Central
that Graham wae at Little Cypress. in
Mhrshall county, and that he was
coming to Paducah on the local at
night. VS'Ith this information he
laid in wzit for his man and last
evening when the local came in dis-
covered that Graham was aboard but
left the train out in the yards and
came into the city across the Chant.
blin & Murray brick yard:. He fol-
Constitutional Prohiition to Be Test lowed in pursuit and came upon
in Convention. Graham at Tenth and Hpsbands
street, where Graham he I gone into
Lawton, Okla., Sept. ii.—Commans a grocery kept by Lee te. Walk-
che county is one of the last in the ing up to Graham he seid to him.
territory to be organized by the Okla- "1 have a werrant agar- 't you for
homa Anti-Saloon league. The organ- breaking into Tyler & B-is. store at
ization was perfected in this city last Ninth and Boyd streets." • To this
Mionday and the officers and members Graham replied, "You haee. Well T
have begun an active work. The pri- don't deny breaking into the store."
mary object of the county organiza- "At this I took him in e'large." :aid
dons at this time is to create a senti- Mr. Matlock. "and we went to the city
ment favorable to the election of del- hall. Graham walking along peace-
egates to the constitutional conven- On reaching the city hall I
tion who are in favor o: constitution- terrier', bite nee- to 'lieut. Potter, who
al prohibition. • asked him what had become of his
H. T. Laughbaum, the legislative partner. Claude Bass, and he said 'T
superintendent and attorney for the 'don't know Claude Bass." Afoo•
territorial organization, aseisted in Graham had been ordered to jail by
perfecting the organiaztion of this Judge Puryear I called to my assist-
county. He states that in some coun- ance Officer Cross and we soon de-
ties politicians have taken the stump ,livered the prisoner to Jailer Faker." Denies That He Knew Bass,
are preaching to the people that the Me. :Matlock said that he had long Ile repeatedly denied that he knew
work of the Anti-Saloon league is pee known Graham. who often came to flagss had t evertiehseen nhoimt ,kainlitledstrhnintit-
litical in its character and that it is for ,his store when he was in business, 
a
the purpose of affecting the political i nto! that when he was charged with .and did not know who did. When
complexion of the new state. In some the murder he thought he could find t asked. if he had not heard of the
counties those opposed to constitu- ihins knowing well his customs as ,to mnr(lcr ire tsaalikdedyest,obuhtimcon;I:blonnott tell
tional prohibition are speaking in fa- ihenting and finding work. Taking tip who had 
von of local option. Hence the work the matter of effecting his arrest he killing. He said that he had not read
olf_ _effective azganizaticen_ aeurcesg ebeqleed lenrcell that he wac nitt in about it for he could neither read or
league's forces in Oklahoma is now Mlarshall county at work comewhere, write, but subsequently said that he
the vital point. and he set on foot- efforts to locate could read print some. He finally said
It is, generally conceded by those of him. He had done this when word he was tired of talking, and turned
southwestern  Oklahoma whose eyes reached him that Graham was corn- from the reporter and let his pipe and
shave been on the developments of tire his then rolled back into hi bunk as ifl ing to Paducah as stated, and
pest few mouths 'and who are in posi- arrest followed as an easy thing. to go to sleep.
don to feel the public pulse that the I The capture of Graham meant a Graham is a very small fellow for
new state will be prohibition through- reward of $iso offered by the state, his age- lie looks a mere youth
Out. Since the enabling act provides ' provided his conviction occurs at and can hardly weigh more than too
that liquor shall not be manufactured trial.. pounds. He said that he had been
or sold in the Indian territory sectien Graham Interviewed, sick couple of weeks and his corn-
for twenty-one years, they argue that A Register reporter interviewed plexion indicated that
truth. 
he told the
the Indian territory people will conic G,rehm a last night in the county jail.
to the aid of the prohibitionists iri 'When the reporter called Graham had Fellow Prisoner Knows Graham.
Oklahoma and force prohibition on 'disrobed and gone to bed and was As Graham talked to the reporter
the Oklahoma section whether it is fast asleep. He was aroused only af- several of the prisoners in the jail
wanted or not. . - ,ter repeated Calls, and when told that who had access to the corridor stood
about. 'Among these was Frank Cranea newspapei man wished Ai-stalk with
City Judge E. H. Puryear Attor- him came- to the bare and' Isteshel un- the young sailor who has been in
neys Tom Crice and Frank Lucas and .concerned during the time. jail for .near a month charged with
several others came down last night lie was asked if he. had any state- robbery, and who was only Monday
early from. Smithlank where they ment to make and promptly replied: discharged and turned over to Dep-
!had attended 'the Livingston circuit "No, except to say that I was not
court. Judge Puryear will return to guilty of killing Bass." He was 'then
k
OKLAHOMA WOULD BE DRY
!qrs. Jane Shaw and lived on Terrell
street,' but he could not name the
number of the house. He said that
previous to coming to Paducah on
the aoth of August that he had been
at work at Little Cypress for the I.
c. R. R., working extra on the
'section gang. He said he came home
on the 30th and got his clothes, which
were at Ike Cohn's and staid until
the 23rd of August, when he went to
Island, Ky., and worked two weeks
Then he said he, left to come home
and was arrested soon after arrival
by Mr.001atIrsck. He said he had
gone into Ilite's store to get his gun
and a drink of water ashen found
there by thoofficer.
Graham when asked his age said
that he was nineteen years old, and
he also said that he lived here for
some sixteen or seventeen years and
that this is the first time he was
ever under arrest on any serious
charge. lie said that he had worked
for three years for the Cohanktis
Mlanufactnring company and fsir some
time for Rigglesberger's saw mill and
the Lack Sinfiletsee factory.-
I When Graham was told that his
'mother had denied that he was in the
city on the atst of August or at home
then he said that she was mistaken.
He also said that Mrs. Fletcher mis-
stated a fact when she said that he
came to her house and washed his
hands and told that he had killed
Bass fo-r his money and was going
away. Ile went further and &Med
even knowing such a woman, though
he lived much at her house whenever
in the city.
- •-•
serter. Crane had come here to visit
his mother, this bring his home. and
had gotten into the trouble mentioned
and overstaid his leave of absence
and therefore his arrest as deserter.
He heard much that Graham said and
smiled often. Later he said to the
reporter that Graham was lying him-
self into a bad box, for it could be
easily proven that he and Bass were
old friends, and had often been to-
gether, etc. He said he knew both
Graham and Bass while he lived here
and that he had been a seaman but
eight months,having enlisted while in
St. Louis. and to substantiate what
he said told a number of small facts
relative to both Graham and Bass,
even naming their relatives. A t the
reporter left the two v fl!. a quiet
talk of old times.
The arrest of Graham promises to
clear up what bid fair to he another
murder mystery. ‘Vhile the Regis-
ter . would not prejudice Graham's
case by intimating he is geilte of the
deed charged against him. it can ,ay
that he will have hard work to estab-
lish his innocence, if he can do such
a thing at all.: There will be much
interest taken in all investigations of
the case.
SHOOTS SWEETHEART
HER MOTHER AND SELF.
Both Women May Live, But Spurned
Suitor is Dead.
--Columbia Sept. it.--Deeperate
because his suit for the hand of pretty
Minnie Kalosky, a eixteen-yrar-old
Polish girl, had failed Char es Hoff-
man, a day laborer. entt red the Kai-
()sky home this morning and shot the
girl and her mother. Mrs. Yena Ka'-
osky. then ran into the street ant
shot himself. He died this evening.
Mrs. Kalosky. who was shot in the
chest, is in a serious' condition. The
girl was shot in the shoulder, left arm
and right hand, but is be.ieved to be
in no serious danger.
Hoffman was nearly fifty years old.
The Kalosky girl had never encourag-
ed his attentions, but he seemed till-
able to resist het charms.
Attendance at School.
The attendance upon the ptiblic
schools was largely increaeed yester-
day over that of the first tley. The
enrollment was near twenty-nine hun-
dred but it is clearly not yet full. 'The
high school shows the largest en-




All State and county taxes are now
past due and must be settled by the
first of October or I will proceell •
to advertise and sell al unpaid prop-
erty as 1 have to make all settlement
with State and county by that time.
lens(' call and settle same and ease
unnecessary cost as the new Reve-
pue law requires one month earler
than heretofore.




uty U. S. Marshal Brown, who had JO. W. 'OGILVIE S. M. C.
been ordered to arrest him as de- Office will be open until 9 p. m.
•
•
•  -4M •-• -4,44.4.4-44444mumwm.
 ONE WEEK OF SOLID FUN
a Fall _Carnival of the Central Ldbor Union
AT 
WALLAC[ ,PARK SEPT[MB[11 10 TO IS
THE MOST COSTLY FREE ATTR.ACTIONS EVER GIVEN IN PADUCAH
IN THE CASINO
The Earl Sisters Present a Week in Vaudeville
Laytons $10,000 Spectacular Production
The eruption of Mt. Pelee and destruction of St. Pierre reproduced with the most marvelous,
beautiful, realistic and sou -stirring. scenic, mechanical and firework effect ever witnessed. .
where.
A CITY BUILT IN A DAY—DESTROYED IN A MINUTE.
any-
The Largest and Best Carnival Ever Held in Paducah. Follow' the Crowd---Everybody Will Be There.
ON THE PIKE
BIG SHOWS! LITTLE SHOWS! OTHER SHOWS!




MISS AMANDA CLEMENT HAS
WON DISTINCTION AS ORIG-
INAL CURL UMPIRE.
"Can You Suggest a Single Reason
Why All Umpires Should Not








1 he Litt :e Diverson Occured at a
Negro Dance in Rowlandtown
Monday Night.
Celia Daniels, cubit-el. will have to
answer today before Justice Chas.
Emery on the charge of malicious
cutting witr instent to kill if charge
is not sent forthwith to the circuit
court grand jury. Celia Mondav at
Rowlandtown park, where a colored
dance was in progress, is said to have
cut Oscar Reynolds in the back with
a knife, stabbing him as he an by
her in a chase he was making to
catch her as she ran away with his
hat. The woran and Reynolds were
at the dance together and (hiring the
evening Reynolds left Celia to pay
some attention to another dusky
damsel. TMs irrated. Celia and she
started off with Reylod'eishat, which
she was holding. He gave pursuit and
a. they ran the woman hid behind a
gate and when Reynolds came up,
as he says, she cut him, being enrag-
ed through jealousy. The wounded
Reynolds received was not a bad one.
but he was ,sr, enraged that he took
on the warrant which led to the worn-
an's arrest and her being jailed.
NEWS IN BRIEF
—Born to the wife of James Bal-
low, of west Trimble street a tine boy.
J. .13. Hurley, of He'ls, Tenn.. ;s in
vie .eity a gusast of his brother Police-
man Aaron lint-ley.
Mr. harry G. Tande and wife left
yesterday for their home in Frank-
fort. Mr. Tandy had been here but
a (lay. but Mrs. Tandy had been visit-
ing Mrs. Emma . Noble for several
weeks.
—The Naagarine club meets with
M's's. Birdie Campbell at her hotfie on
Broadway tomorrow (Thursday)
afternoon at 4 o'clock. Officers are
to In elected and all members are
iirged to he present.
—The W. C. 'f. U. will meet this
afternoon at 4 o'clock in the lecture
room of the First Baptist church. All
Fecal superintendent, are requested
tu have their reports ready to hand
they wouldn't throw things at her." 'in.
IMiss Clement has herself been AO —There was a larger patronage atsticce•sful as an umpire the last two the carnival last night than on the
years that her record gives ome point opening though the evening was not
to her words. Once or twice she has sopleneant. The attractions were also
been called "rube" by some reckless: imore liberally patronized and re-
fanr, btu she saye even such remarks 'ceived much favorable comment. The
aeythat fell so flat they weren't re- attendances will no doubt improve
peated. with each evening.
Asked as to whether it would be —It is understood that The Corn-
suitable occupation for women to um- mercial Club will vacate its preeent
pire baseball games, Miss Clament quarters on Legal Row as soon asthe
said: Palincr House is reconstructed for
• "I certainly think so. There is no the club's former quarters in the
reason why a young woman cantisst hotel. It is also said that the pres-
mal:e a business of umpiring and be a ant quarters of the club will be con -
perfect lady. I mainfain that it is verted into another first class saloon.
5ust ar womanly as it is to play tennis. —Friday, Saturday and Sunday next
It certainly is healthful, and many a Revs. T. F. Harris'on and Nowman,
woman in poor physical condition Primitive Baptists, will conduct ser-
would be benC;fited immensely, if she vices in the Littleville Methodist
could spend a summer out in the snn church. These are well known repre-
umpiring. Teen, there's a good deal sentatives o : this denominatiol
of exercise Alicia the work' if it's done 2•1 tho ni•.!);;.• Is ; Ivilci! 1.•1:.4 properly." doi•70 lessto 1:i --e crot r '. i•:
• ' Miss Clement made no reference to licit- their ,re-r-ters.
the fact. but she has demonstrated r• I. .Te - enl• !Toffe'-(7. rosurnor
I wealth's attorney of Je• rsoti 0.., •••
end Ms. Walter Huffaker, of - the
lititham. 5. . Sept. every
game in the National and American
leagues were umpired by women the
one objectionable feature of baseball
would be forever removed. SNi spok
Miss Amanda Clement of this place,
who has won distinction the last two
seasons.
"Can you suggest a single reason
y all the baseball umpires Should
not be women?" she asked. "Of
course yon Can't. I mean just what
I say, seriously, that all the baseball
umpires of the country should be wo-
men.
"The only objection urged against
baseball is its rowdyism. In spite of
fines and rules ball players will scrap
with the umpire. The public doesn't
like that. Then, again, the crowd it-
self will often spoil a game by roast-
ing the umpire. The umpire himself
gets rattled and roesn't know but that
he has been favoring one of the teams
and tries to square himself. And then
lie finds himself in more trouble.
"Now. if women were umpiring,
mine of this would happen. Do you
suppo•e any ball player in the country
would step up to a good-looking girl
and say to her:
"'You color-blind. pickled-brained,
cross-eyed idiot, if you don't stop
throwing the soup into me 111 diatrib-
'ute your features all over your coun-
tenance'?
"Of course be wouldn't. Ball play-
ers arm'- a bad lot. in fact, my ex-
perience is that they have more than
the usual allowance of chivalry. Anit-
a don't believe there's anybody in the
country, unless it's 'Nfilltgsy' McGraw,
who would speak rudely to a woman
umpire even if he thought his drive
was 'safe a mile' instead of foul.
Crowd Might Refrain.
"Then. there's the crowd. There's
a good deal of cowardice about the
roasting of umpires by crowds, be-
cause hardly any of the fans that
shout all sorts of rebukes from the
bleachers would have thenerve to eay
anythina of the kind to the umpire's
face. If it were a woman in the cen-
ter of the diamond. instead of a man.
think you would find that even the
hue twoold ie•train themselves. 1
don't believe they would ever say
•aienn thinus to her and I am sure
that umpiring is a good financial op-
portimity for women. She makes $10
tesI5 a day umpiring semi-profession-
al games. In the last two summers
she has earned enough to pay her ex-
penses through Yankton college. She
return to that sc'hool, where she
ranks high as a student, and next
summer will resume umpiring as her
:vocation.
I ouisville detective force were in
1Paducah for a whi'e yesterday, Theycathe down on a visit, the first namedto see his wife, who is a guest of her
1 e , . r. J. if th r 14 J W. Holmes. siiperin-, .
tendent of the Wateg Company's
plant, and the latter to see some




DECLARES W. M. RAWSON•,
WHO WAS ASSAUTED BY
CHARLES SNELL,
Injured Man Recovered Conscious-
ness Yesterday at Riverside Hos-




Huntsville, Ala., Sept. t.—At the
opening of the Argicultural and Mes
chanical College for Negroes at Nor-
mal yesterday. President William H.
Councill delivered a notable address
to the members of his faculty, giving
some wholesome advice to the negro
race in geseral. Prof. Councill said in
part:
"Fellow-teachers: In beginning the
work for the present scholastic year
it is important for us to take up and
W. M. Rawson (not Lawson, as the studY, and keep up and study, the
types made The Register say yester- 'great questions and duties which con-
oay,) the aged man assail] ted Monday I.:cult us as negro teachers, in training
evening at the intersection of Broad- the negro youth as to his duties and
way and Fourth street by Charles responsibilities as members of the
Snell, had so far recovered yester- body Politic, as to know what to teach
dsy as to talk. He declared the at- from the books in the school room.
tack was unprovoked and that he did "The negro boy and girl must be
not know Snell. On the other hand instructed in honesty, truth, respect
Snell claims that Rawson cursed him for other people's rights, and all the
other ideals which make up the trueand for this he assaulted him. Eye,
v.•.tnesses to the attack corroborate citizen.
sRawson's version to the eat nt that "Thi weighs heavily on my mind,
the assailt was apparently without and I feel now more than at any time' 
provocation, during ray work of forty years in the
Rawson was unable yesterday school room, the terrible responsibil-to
appear in court and may 5e thui Or- ity which rests upon us as negro
tamed for a day or two more. Snell teachers and the demands which civil-
still being held to await ti result! lization makes upon U.S. It is now plain,r e! 
of Rawson's wounds and whatever that the civilized world expects more,
charge may be made against him. from us than we are giving. Espe-
'daily the crime which shocks the
Police Court Notes, world demands us to put forth our
besot energy to stop and we cannotJudge E. H. Puryear having gons
e'etea Smithland to attend the Livingston this terrible recponsibility. We
reuit court Attorney J. S. Ross yes-
t'-
reel stop it and we must stop it so farc
terday forenoon acted as judge of the 
as the future is concerned.
'We should teach books and more;-olice court. There was a full docket
the cases beingas follows. 'beyond. We should teach trades and
'Ross Thomas; cOored was charged 
more beyond. We should teach truth. 
with Carrying a concealed deadly
and hone•ty in all things. Every ne-
weapon being found h possession of 
gro shotild have his heart and minda 
a pistol.. His case was continued un-
set against the horrible crime of rape
id Saturday. and all kinds of disrespect to women.
John Robertson, also a pistol toter. 
Every negro boy should be taught, not
in mincing words, but in plain words,was tip. lie was mulcted for $15 aed
that the crime of rape is wrong andgiven ten days in jail also.
:will he met with the severest punish-Lester Park was up chargsd wish
i:etrauding a board bill and also for
obtaining money under false pre-
tenses. He got a continuance.
Several cases o f disorder'y conduct
were heard. Miley Lane and James
Sexton were fined on the chary $ao
sad costs each; Hattie Prewitt was
wssessed $25 and costs.
Lena Jackson, accused of attempted
arson, got continued for witnesses.
Joe Singer was the plail drunk an I
tt-.e usual $t and costs went down
opposite his name.
—The McCracken County Medical
association w:II hold a meeting today
in Wallace park. This will be ;he
last out-of-doors gathering of the as-
sociation until the open days of next
year and the attendance is expected
to be large. The association never
fails to hold both profttable.and pleas-
ant gatherings especially fwhen it
meets in an out-of-door session. •
It is said that the Cohankus Manu-
facturing company has contracted for
Twenty families to come -from New
York- to this 'city to loeate and work
for the company. It is understood
this contract has been made with an
immigration company having its head-
quarters in the national metropolis.
ment according to the jul will of
God and man. Every negro girl and
every negro boy should be taught and
have drilled into their very souls ev- Paducah. Ky, September 1, 006.
cry day, that every white boy and girl You are hereby notified that all
in the lind must be treated with the persons owning or having in their
possession, or tourer Corer conteol as
6
B. Michael pThae wOnlybLrioce knsee,
• IN THE LEAD
in the city—money loaned on all valuables' at the "QW(1 .rterl
business strictly confidential.
•., Just Received a. Big Lot
of shot guns including all the high- grade makes such as L. C. Smiths--
Parker-La Feever etc. We have tit; Remington automatic shot gun.
Also BargainS in all
kinds of p stols, watches, diamonds, rings and the most omplete line of
musical instruments in the city. We also have a complete stock .1
f traveling bags—prices are rightait Broadway zit
..,.Sterling Silverware..
The variety shbarn by us afford the widest range foe enaction
our prices are very low indeed. Be sure to see the advantar Si we





Office ovei Globe Baok and
Co., aot Broadway.
proper respect, until we shall have ed-
ucated a race with souls set against
this horrible crime and all other kinds
of violence often committed by ne.
groes in this country.
Tax Payers' Notice!
agent guardian, or committee, exe•
tutor, salm nistrator, curator, trustee,
receiver commissioner, or otherwise.
reaLy, tangible, or intangible per
.
sonal property, on the isth day of
matter and present it as a subject of
"The school room must take up tit's
September, are required on or before
instruction and prayer until the race 
1 
the ist day of October to give the
is 
foul, naanblde 
wsiansherl i cleanid orfuhtheirs. assessor a true and complete ' st of
isame, with true cash value thereof.
Normal be thoroughly in line on this' as of the 15th day of September 
under oath, upon forms to be furn-
1
subject than to teach a single book or
trade. That we will be a strong race; on application by said assessor
a race thoroughly entitled to the , at his office, and that all merchants
friendship. encouragement ;rid pro_ , of the city doing business for them.
tection of the white race and the selves or others shall n like manner
smiles and approval of Almighty God. snd in addition thereto. state the
"In addition to other things. I wish highest amount in salue of goods
to emphasize in the instruction given wares, and merchandise, owned or
in our institution, agriculture. domes- kept on hand for sale by said mer-
t:c an personal service. Along these chants, during the three months next
lines the race wii contmus to grow in j•receding such isth day of Septern ,
esefulness in thiPcountry. as they are ber.
times of least -tesistance and ;Treatest Prompt attent on to this will save .
hope." property owners additional cost. '
c.TEWART DICK Assessor. !
Read the Daily Reg:ster for News Office, morn 9 City Hal'.
`.oProved • D. A. Yeieer agave,-
Pictures, Diplom Certificaf
Water and Off C 1.
Mottos an -.2 C
• ainlemilme •
Framed right up to .1t en hve •7•••
cites tirn• ••• the
PADUCAH MUSIC STOP-
That run-down, tired feeling is the
first symptom of MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial-.
Tonic Capsules
The specific fot all malaria Has
cured others. Will cure yen..
Price so Cents Per Box.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Se#enth and Jackson St. Phone 237
Now is the time forlyoufto"fillOyourrcoal house. Lump 12c, Nut 11c
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in LIME:and:CEMENT. Agent for Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT."
H. M Cunningham,




TELLS OF PLAN TO UNIONIZE
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF
THE CITY.
All Teachers Must Have A Unic:n
Card and Each Child Must Wear
A Union Button.
Philadelphi.1, Pa., Sept. to—The
1a.lelphia Central Labor uniol
h(!ieves in the doctrine of training the
ti ill a- it would have the tree gr-w
k_ it :)i.' \
• a race of goo.:
to 1,".!..2in ii the schnorirkin.
Clo Philadelphia central,
• lanor body here, ail, now
in: schonls and
no: lnh.ed teacht..r.
Their plan calls :or the employment
of only such teacher- as belong to the
union. then the l'ilinnization 1 the
-.7lOdtr.n can Each ho: L 1-1
:;1' • •-•• l'.1111011
I hc h ho
7,• be ymished.
thy
•1- 1 ,.1 a :!,:t the curri,
-,•ulyin :id% tel :nu
the latest
It on f tl.:e in-
- f memhe,. of
the Philadelpll'a -Central Labor 5:' 'Ii
551 0-C t y coininunity. The
n-inn :nen promoting the
.,cheni.: pa t soup. lrnuble "xt
The man waved the parasol at the..,etting it start.,. hut think that conducter. The car stepped; Every
IN THE FIRST OPEN CAR. 1 True Tale of an Everyday Incident




!he easy of real,izat; n
I•t-d the cou•it•- • \\ P the;: be unioniz I
nk its source.
Cites -Chicago as Example.
of the !e.'cller- are women."
-ail Octet alc Collin-. A 11., t. a levier
,Ii..veniekit. "and some of them
may be too .tkicl, up 10jiiin the 'Ilion
like a common workingman. But Cloy
will come :kr 'nod to it all right a,
tliey have done in Chicago."
The matter came before the tinHn
by reas•At ni a .-onild-int re:-eived cot-
.i ,-ncle—chool which the
board of education will open as an
adjunct to the public school system
this week. The city already has a
manual training school at the high
school which is designed to
afford more elmentary instruction
along the same lines. Boys will be
admitted from the age of 15 years up
in the day classes and will receive in-
struction in bricklaying, bookmaking,
printing, paintiv any many other
crafts. For the benefit of older per-
sons, especially those employed during
the day, there will be evening' ses-
sions. The project has received the
hearty indorsement of many industrial
kaders of the city and the support of
the board of education.
Bookbinders Start Movement.
A delegation from the bookbinders
presented a series of resolutions from
:hi, organization calling upon all union
men to take notice of the innovation
and reflect upon its possible conse-
quences. It was declared that the
.- chool would be the nursery of scabs
and that the young men graduated
aft(r a three-year course would take
the jobs away from union men. Then
it was that the scheme of unionizing
all the school,. was, unfolded to the
members. Dclegaate Collins said that
if the schools were thoroughly union-
ized thf re would be no danger that
the pupils of the trades school would
be (mind among the scabs.
Robert Glocking. iniernational pres-
ident of the bookbinder-, happened to
be a visitor tothe union meeting. He
was invited to take the floor to dis-
cus the question. Ile was mightily
for the closed school and said: "The
injection of the trades schoal into the
educational system has a plausible
•look and it would seem might not be
..easy to combat. But the general ex-
perience of labor has been that the
new Clemente intrridlieed into the pub-
lic by )-called philanthropists
are worthy of attention by the labor-
ing. man. The workman should be on
his guard against in-irlious changes
whivh it is proposed to graft on the
schorit system.-
Resents Nonunion Competition.
Glocking then that in some
industrial -chools articles made in the
schools had been sold in the commit-
nity in competition &ith union labor.
'He instanced Booker T. Washing-
ton's school at Tuskegre as one of
the kind and told members how a
New York philanthropist who inter-
ested himself in the establishment of
a brick-laying school had managed to
build a row of houses through the
industry of his pupils.
It was resolved that a committee
•of five union men visit the members
of the board of education responsible
for the trades school proposition. A
'committee was also appointed te push
•unionization of schools plane and to
'begin a campaign of education in oth-
er cities by means of central labor
bodies.
claimed
Dreams aft from Jove.—Homer.
To knew
mencement
The girl eat in the last seat of the
lirst open ar of the season, Iooking
back at ti' long vista of the street
they were ;mt leaving behind them.
Her hands were full of impedimenta,
though that word is perhaps more cor-
rectly appl:HI to articles nearer the
feet. But a, purse, a handkerchief, a
letter and, several small parcels de
Impede one's progress, especially 11
one be a pi Aty maid with a pride in
one's long, :nuch beruffied skirts, re
lates the Chicago Record-Herald.
Her parae l—the first of the season,
too—she pie ed beside her. She must
have been tl.inking deep thoughts, for
It was with a start that she sig-nalee
the conductor to stop the car—a start
almost forgotter
tier destinati..u.
She alighted hurriedly. The ear
started. Then a litae flutter of the
burdened hauls, a gasp that was al-
most audible, and an agonized con
traction of ti a pretty brows told the
man who lite! sat Vesicle her that shi
had forgotte. -:nething besides thi
destination.
He was a 1..au who thought quickly
In an instant he had seen, seized, am
held aloft her earasol. She noddee
vigorously, moth): lag him to throw t
to her. It was a!I done quickly, bu
the car, pitiless as time, was movins
steadily, relentless:y away from her
The space between it an, her was con
stanity increasing.
The man hesitated. It was such a
pretty parasul. Such ruffles of chif-
fon.
She was following the car at a little
dog trot, but it was leaving her fat
behind It had almost reached the
corner.
one watched while he ran to the cot'
iaer, carefully placed the fluffy, forgot-
ten thing on the sidewalk, then ran
back to the car.
The girl waved her hand in grateful
recognition. He waved his in—renun•
elation, perhaps.
As she reached the parasol a hand
some young negro stooped to pick it
up and courteously handed it to her
as she exclaimed: "It is mine, thank
you."
But he was not a fairy prince—they
are always blond and blue-eyed, with
golden hair. At the man who should
have received the tribute of her smiles
was leaving her far behind.
For this, you see, is a true story,
And so they did not marry and live
happy over after. Ferhaps he was
married already and his dinner was
waiting for him. At any rate, he saved
his carfare.
the disease is the Corn-
o▪ f the ctire.—Don Quix-
CONTRACT WITH A SULTAN
How an American Woman Put
Through a Five-Xillion-Dol-
lax Deal.
The story of an interview that once
took place between Mrs. Reader and
the sultan of Johore, India. is thus re-
lated by Juliet Wilbor Tompkins in
Every-body's:
"She named her conditions; the
right to issue $5,000,000 worth of six
per cent. bonds; 120,000 acres of land
extending along the 120 miles of
track; tin mines—but here royalty de-
murred a Itttle; he thought he would
keep all the tin miss*. For the first
time the young contractor slipped into
feminine processes of reasoning and
set aside for a moment the urgent
business-full enthusiasm of the pro
motor for the display of the human
girl who sees her pet project in dan-
ger of failure.
"'But you are so rich, you know
you don't need all those mines,' she
argued, 'and we do!'
"The sultan conceded the mines.
From an oriental point of view the
experience was perhaps cheap at the
price. He conceded the $5,000,000
worth of bonds. the 120,000 acres of
land. At the end of their three hours'
talk Ella Rawls had in her possession
a $5,000,000 contract to build a rail-
road across the state of Johore, and it.
ruler had secured on fair terms a
means to wealth and civilization, the
need of which could no longer be ig-
nored. She had come to him at the
psychological moment, when the con-
tract was ripe for giving; she had
shown herself clear-headed and reao-
lute master of the facts and frankly
open in her statements; she had de-
manded much, knowing the value of
what she gave, but there had been no
sign of sharpness, of trying to steal an
advantage. No doubt to one accus
tomed to be approached by indirect
methods, by gifts and flatteries, there
was a wholesome convincingness in
this novel experience, a welcome
promise of good faith. At all events
he accepted freely and wholly."
IT WAS
DUCOVERED /N
1•11" TIME AND HAS
NEVElio ILEEN
N. EQUALLED
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30, 1906.
SOUTH BOUND




Facts that can not
be Denied:
Impreesive Sermon.
Wife (returning from chureh to het
husband, who had stayed at home)—
You should have heard Dr. Doe's ser-
mon this morning, my dear. I don't
know when anything has made such
a profound impression on me. I think
it will make a better woman of me as
long as I live.
Husband—Did you walk home?
Wife-0, no; I took a car, and, do
you know. John, the conductor nevet
asked me for my fare, and so I saved
a nickel. Wasn't I lucky 7—Stray
Stories.
The Truth.
The Editor—What have you written
about the death of that bright young
Jenkins?
The Irish Reporter—Something nate,
air. villain' up with these words: "Ha
loaves a brilliant future behind hilt?'
—T1t-Elita.
When you buy Pittsburg Ccal you
get bigger bushels, better coal and
the most coal Every load weighed
by a sworn weigher and certified
to be correct. Every lump is of
superior quality and dug by skilled
union miners. It holds fire over
night and it don't clinker. No slate
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and
no bad odor, in the house from
burning it.
Our Pittsburg coal gives satisfaction
and you get value received for your
money. Let us quote you prices.
PI7 7 SBURG COAL CO.













Examination for Clerk and Carrier to
Be Held November atilt.
••••••••••••II
The local civil service examiners
have received notice from headquart-
ers to hold an examination +here No-
vember 21st, for the position of cletk
and carrier in the Paducah postoffice
Parties desiring to take the examina-
tion have to make application to the
secretary of the board of examiners,
by October 15th.
Many New Yorkers Live in Glass
Houses.
They couldn't hold Pat Crowe as a
'suspicious person" in New York. Cer-
tainly not. Pat is a distinguished cit-
izen of the West, who once moved in.
high society.—Boston Journal. —
Mineral Water
Our Pure Fruit




WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-







tion to William J. Bryan. Dates of
sale, Sept. to, ii, and train No. 164 of
Sept. 12, 1906; limit Sept. 15, tigo6.
Round trip rate. $6.95.
Toronto, Ont., Patriarchs Militant
& Sovereign Garnd Lodge I. 0. 0. F.
Dates of sale September 12th to isthi
ineusive, 1906, limit *September a4th,
1906; by depositing ticket and nay-
irg fee of $1 and extension can be
secured to October 24th, ig06. Round
trip rate $22.05.
Louisville. Ky., Horse Show: Dates
ef sale September 30th to October
(411. rei76 inclusive, limit October 8th,
1906 Round tdip rate $8.95.
Louisville, Ky., Grand Lodge K. of
P. of Kentucky: Dates of sale Sep-
tember 30th. October TO add and,
too& limit October 6th, 19°6. Round
trip rate $6.95.
Lexington. Ky., Fall Races: Dates
r,f sale, October 2nd to 13th, i906
Inclusive, limit October . 14th, 1905,
Round trip rate $9.35. will know.—Homer.
No. lot No. 103
Leave Cincinnati ......  8:20 a.m 6:00 p.m.
Leave Louisville .........—...  12:of p.m. 9:40 pan.
Leave Owensboro  . 6:30 p.m.
Leave Horse Branch  2:28 p.m. i2:o8 a.m.
Leave Central City . 3:30 p.m. '7:o3 a.m.
Leave Nortonville  4: 8 Dm i :go a.m.
Lave Evansville  12:50 .m 4:40 Pm.
Leave Nashville  7:00 p.m.
Leave Hopkinsville  
0
9:45 P.m.
Leave Pr'nceton  4:55 p.m 2:27 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  6:to p.m. 3:40 a.m.
Bierre Paducah  6:15 p.m. 3:45 a.m.
sive Fulton  7:20 p.m. 4:50 a.m. 
ArriveG:bbs, Tenn.  8:06 p.m. 5:51 a.m.
Aerive Rives  .. 8:13 p.m. 6:co a.m.
Arrive Jackson  7:15 a.m.
A•rivc Memphis i 'TO p.m 8:20 a.m.
Arrive New Orleans  10:35 a.m. 8. T5 p.m.
• 11.1-1
No. 121
























NORTH BOUND No, 102




Leave Jackson, Tenn 
Leave Rives, 
Leave Fulton  10:15 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  11:2o a.m.
I.eave Paducah .  1 t :25 a.m.
Arrive Princeton  12:39 p.m.
At rive  6:15 p.m.
Arrive Nashville 9
Arrive Evansville  
3::2455
Arrive Nortonville :28 p.m.
Arrive Central City 2 :o3 p.m.
Arrive Horse Branch  3:06 p.m.
Arrive Owensboro  *4'55 P.m.
Arrive Louisville  3:35 p.m.
Arrive Cincinnali  9:15 p.m.
No. 104 No. 122
9:15 a.m.
10:10 p.m.
11:58 p.m.  •
12:35 a.m. 6:oo a.m.
1:43 a.m. 7:40 a.m.
1:48 a.m. 7:30




3:51 a.m. le: a.m.
4:30 a.m. t :3o a.m.
5:18 a.m. 12:55 p.m.
8:oo a.m. *4:55
7:50 a.m. 4:55 Pm-
1 2 :00 110011 
ST. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 374
Leave Paducah  12:40 p.m.
Arrive Carbondale  4:25 P.m.
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m.





SOUTH BOUND No. 305 No. 375
Leave St. Louis  7:45 alit. 9:40 p 
m.
 •
Leave Chicago  2:50 a.rn. 6:20 p.m.
heave Cabondal e  11:40 a.m. 7:05 a.m.  •
Arrive Paducah  3:35 p.m. 11:00 am. .
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINE.
NORT BOUND icit-8o1 135-835
Leave NashOle  11:10 a.m.
Leave Hopkkeisville  i i :20 a.m.
Leave Princeton  2:33 p.111.
Arrive Paducah  4:15 pm.
Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m.
Arrive Cairo  .? 7:15 Dim
Arr:vc St. Louis  7:20 a.m.










Leave Chicago  6:20 p.m.
Leave St.Lonis  9:41. Dm.
Leave Cairo  6:oo a.m.
7:45 am.
Leave Paducah  7:50 a.m.

























Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains ran
daily. Trains 103 and to4 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Rot and 822 sleepers between
Paducah and St. LeRsis. Train 9ot connects at East Cairo with Chicago
sleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah,
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Avis% Union Depot, Pailtcah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Losierille. Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P A., Memphis, Tenn.
9 G. .HATCH, G. P. A-. Cbleage, 1311.
W. H. BRILL D. P. A.. St. LONA 16(di
DonGilberto
THE TALKING MitIHINE MAN OF PADUCAH1
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is a tor-
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present, Come one come all .and hear his muse at 6o6 S. 4th.
at., produced by the only talking machine, net only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and the Zonophone tal'aiug machines
from $io to $too put within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy. Remember that these maci:ines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are Sin. 35c, to in. 6oc. 12 tn.
$1.00.
We have high class operatic records from STA.)°, $2.00, $3.00,
$4.00, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addaiena
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carauso and Sourate and Gazorz and
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that It is perfect. .We
don't sell second hand machines or r-vords.. Every machine is
guaranteed and every its/gulls perfect a d new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock of
needels and we will repair your broken rnichines at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explaining the Liecharrism of your Zono-
phone. I have 500 new and latest music from ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. m. to to p. m.. No pieces played twice and we play
from 75 to too pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pieasure. W. wM tabs
pleaecure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonopboas
machines, also cars of records.
/.I remain your talking machine mane
4
•
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1The sun shines even on the wocicrd. One door never shuts butt anoeheg
. opens.—From the tlalian.—Seneca.
He who much has suffered tnuch It is easy to cut thongs from oth's







J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYER6.




Room No. 5, Paducah
Columbia Bldg. icefftetiek)e-
DR. R. E. IlEARNF
IiIROCKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO-. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to to a. m., I to
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.





Practice in all the courts of HA
state. Roth phones 31.
Rooms t, a and 3 Register Build
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Reseienet 296 Office 231
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER
Will practice in all courts of Ke
tucky.
C. MANN1N6 SEARS, M. B.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)










Rooms 5 and 6 Registor Building






OLIVER. OLIVER & M'GREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bani
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
--Itnurn 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 114. Old 'Phone 484
Dr. B. 'Ulan
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, ta•
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
Residence io.41 Clay, out Phone 0502
Gas and Gaar soline
Engines
For All Purposes
to 300 horce power. Best, cheap-
est and most economical.





Are a revelation of richness
and delicious to the housewife
who has axe-seder used"ordinary"
spices. Our spices are pure.
and fresh, having the strength,
aroma and fine flavors which
natuee alone can give. Use







James G. Btaine 111, grandson of
the dead statesman, has just made his
debut in New York City as a finan-
cier. For the last month he has been
-employed as a -clerk- in the -Day and
Night bank on Fifth avcnue. Report
has it that his salary is $6 a week and
that he is not in love with the job.
--Miss Mc-Meredith, a -Denver writ-
er, has been honored by being asked
for a portrait to place in the Iliblioth-i
,eeque Nationale, Paris. A section of
:the Vle:o.-3, to be deveted to the
!work of women and in it will be
!placed manuscripts, books and other
Ilti‘rary proeuctions ot women.
Among the American writers Miss
Nlieredith has been selected as the rep-
re-entative of western writers.
Admiral Shinmmura, the Japanese
sailor, quaintly defines war as "peace
maneuvers plus the killing." While
discussing hostile movements recent-
ly he said: "In battle you have not
much time to think; you have so
much .to dn. Sometimes you wonder
if any of the shells will hit you, but
before you have decided the point
something claims your attention and
  you forget all about the shells."
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.




St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bee
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00
The recuperative powers of the hu-
man body are shown strikingly in the
case of William J. Clothier of Phila-
delphia and Beals C. Wright of Bos-
ton, who battled a few days ago for
the national tennis championship. CIR-
thier was lying strapped to his bed
with a broken hip six months ago,
while Wright. the defeated but plucky
title holder, was ten weeks ago strug-
gling with virulent blood poisoning
that threatened the loss of an arm.
Miss Margaret Eager, who for six
years was governess to the czar of
Russia's children ,tells the following
story of the good nature of the czar-
ina: "While I was there I heard of a
servant girl earning 15 rubles a month
who had exhausted her means in pro-
viding for an afflicted brother. I men-
tioned the case to the empress and
that very day a too-ruble note was
sent to the girl for her immediate
necessities and the empress herself
paid for the support of the young man
in a state institution. Such instancesFor the Rood Trip is as these could be multiplied indefin-
Tennesue river & Win itoY."
It is a trip of pleasure, coralat
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave ea.*
Wednesday and Satarday at s p. to
For other information apply to its




Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage khoot
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over $1.5o each, without
weals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Fo
ucher particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent
















the finest and daint-
KIJ4KLUX CHIEF
HERE AT REUNION
General R. G. Shaver, Arkansas At-
torney, Meets His Comrades of
the Confederacy.
St. Louis, Sept. 13.—General R. G.
Shaver. one of the confederate heroes
of the Civil War, is in St. Louis. visit-
ing his granddaughter. Mrs. M. M.
Little, of No. 4039 Olive street.
There was an interesting reunion yes-
terday when Gen. Shaver met Major
James Bannerman, General John Bull
and Major Ben Von Phu]. These four
were arrayed on the side of the Con-
tederacly, and there was many an in-
teresting reminiscence told when they
lunched yesterday at MerTague's.
General Shaver is 75 years old. and
is one of the oldest confederate veter-
ans. He is an attorney at Mena. Ark..
and is consith red one of the most
brilliant men in that section of the
ctate.
The four who met yesterday were
all Members of the army of the Ten-
nessee and were intimately -tericirited
in the rebeilion.
Following the close of the war Gen-
eral Shaver was elected chief of the
KuKlux &Clan in Arkansas. and ..the
authorn•es. who were endeavoring to
suppress this oettaniza•ion, made .t so
interesting fo• bim that. he was fereed
to leave the district.
He spent four years in Central
America following the state's action
'n offering a reward for his "scalp."
When he returned to this country an
elTort was made to arrest General
Shaver, but seetiment wa rc•reing-
ly in his favor that the prose:town
was dropped.
EXTCAN REVOLT TRIVIAL.
General Torres Says Revolutionists
Are Simply Wretched Rascals.
El Paso, Tex.. Sept. to.—A special
from Douglas. An., says that General
• 
I.V14 Torres, commander of tbs. Mexi-
can military zone embracing the sines
of Sonors, Sinaloa and Lower Cali-
fornia. declares that all the sensa-
tional revolutionary talk" non s e n se"
asd says: "The men tinder arrest have
no money, have no influence and are
simply wretched rascals who have fled
from Ntexico to escape their critres.
"In all the letter; captured there
articles w;•11 the utmost Ce,re are pleas for money,showing that they
have no finances and that they ate a•make repairs that ale reueototeo
class of men who can never -do any-
thing seriousfl .There ie a feeeii-e
unrest in northweetern. Mexico, inst
J. L. WANNER as there is a feeling similar in south-western United States, and nobody
. knows. the cause. Perhato there is
Jeweler
PHONE zu-s.
some big corporation behind it all,
hpt thus far the socallecl revolutionists
311 Broadway. have no money and the Mexican one-
. ernment is giving itself no concern
to take sochprerautions as the Urine('





October 3, 4, 5, 6, 1906
Admission 25 cents Reserved Seats 25 cents Extra..
The liberal premiums oftered assure the public a
Horse Show unequalled in the State.
Every high class horse in western Kentucky
Southern Illinois and West Tennessee will be
entered.
The Judges Will Be Selected From Kentucliy's Foremost
Horsemen. Men of National Reputation in the Show
Ring Who Will Have no Local Interests
to Bias Their Judgment.
•
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL RAILROADS AND STEAMBOATS.
FOR CATALOGUE WRITE D W. COONS SEC.
STUDENTS HAVE A BARROOM
Princeton Youths Seem to Have the
Better of the W. C. T. U.
Princeton,. N. J., Sept. to.—In the
war against drinking in the university
being wagel the local Wbman's Chrie-
ian TeGmpeFance union the first hi::
was fired today when it was made
public by the society that, Henry C
Bunn, curator of the grounds and
buildings, has purchased a saloon,
which has just been form-ally opened
for students. The place is known as
the Nassau inn and wes purehased by
Bunn from D. Cook, the former pro-
prietor, last June. Records at the
courthouse in Trenton show that the
purchase price was $145.000, of which
$to.000 was paid, down to bind the
deal on April 2. 1906.
When Mrs. J. V. Bickford, president
of the W.C. T. U., said that the
officials of the university "winked at
the students drinking" there was much
consternation and many denials, but
the society did not play its trump card
lino: the actual time arrived. MI5
Bickford is the wife of a wealthy
Princeton man and prominent in
temperance as well as church work.
FIND GOLD IN MUD WALLS
Abode Hous,s in City or Mexico
Souress of Wealth to Contractor.
City of Mexico. Sept. to.—It has
teen found trat the walls of abode
houses in te stiVtirtas of Guanajuato
contain gold and silver in paying (plan
tities. Three hundred small houses
w-re torn down to make room for the
exican Centra-s exteneion into the
city and the smelting company buy-
ing the adobes wound that t! ey con-
tained gold an 1 silyer evhich will net
Ciese . rime $30.000
The abode ue'd in
thee old houses
rind produced from
gritting of errs r•fmany ri,sh . mine‘
t.-.e &strict. Some 200 100 tans have
ile!211 already sten ltereeth:t value run-
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Kentucky Fair Dates. •:.
oe O- e- es e- Os oe e-
Kentucky :itate Fair, Loutsy'lle—
geptembee 17-22.
Sebree. September 18-5 days.
Hartford. September 19-4 daya.
I4etulerson, September 26-4 dnYs.
Falmouth, Septternber 26-4 (103'5.
Pembroke, September 27-3 days...
G*ensboro, upteber 2-5 days.
Mayfield, Octok -a 3—days. .1
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING ,CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMEliS







ti -)aves 25.per cent. o t the Operator's
Time which ir your time.
Underwood Typewriter Coq,
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.










yellow U Gum M Ash B Maple E Oak Sash, Doors,
Fine Poplar Beech Walnut Elm Interior
Blinds,
Finish
GUM, BEECH kND OAK FLOORING, END MATCHED BORE
D, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWINIBRAND—OUR OWN MAKE
lo.h Phones 26.
We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
.Smoke
We want you to know
that we keep everything for
the convenience and 
comfort
of the smoker. Not only the
choicest line of Cigars, Cigar-
ettes and Tobacco, but
Briar Wood Pipes •
Meerschaum Pipes
Corn Cob Pipes





Our Cigars are kept in per-
fect condition and this is 
what
the particular, critical 
smoker
requires. We handle ail the
popular brands of Cigars, in-
cluding the various "Na
tional"
brands which have proved
themselves so deservedly pop-
ular. .40
Whatever Your Ggsr Taste







(Continued ,'torn Page One.)
Joe Petter. by _,..cement, on the
charge of having permitted gaming
ui premises under his control. The
charge was confessed through an at-
tt.rney.
Charles Nash, colored, was given
• hours in jail for contempt of
in not appearing as a witness
answer to a subpo;na. Ile was
principal \.itness in the case
Linst Jim Jackson.
John Low and Tuck Low were
,ach tined $2 also for failing to ap-
ar as witnesses in a case before
ho court. They are both colored.
''he case of keepin,..; a disorderIy
use lodged against Theodore Pet,.
enich had once been called and. set
wit for trial yesterday. was contin-
w unti. the next court because of
absent witnesses.
L. Marry was sworn in as a pettit
mryman to serve instead of J. W.
Katterjohn. who was excused before
cart opened.
The Loving Case.
The charge of murder against H.
Loving, who several months since
ed H. A. Rose, is set for trial to-
It was continued over from last
• ,•ek because of the illness of Mrs.
....ibson. a witnes. for the state. As
it is understood Mrs. Gibson is still
ill it is likely the trial will not be
called today, but it u ill like well for
all the witnesses to be pAisent any-4
how.
Divorces Granted.
-4 Judgments were filed in the suits' o:
Carrie Gibbs against Clint Gibbs an"
Rubie Anderson against Ottie An-
key. E. W. Bass and Family Le
ave 6.-rson. These suits were both f.),-
I divorce and the judgments filed
:grant the release asked by the women
Last evening via the Cairo train,, in 
the cases. The petitions filed set
v. E. W. Bag, and family left Pa- j up.
 the streotyped grounds of corn-
ducali for Pineville. Ore.. where they 
plaints such as failing to support
•e to take Ivo their residence. 
etc.
‘!r. 'lab:, until a few months since
., for some time the beloved pas-
r i the Tenth Street Christi
an
...-.ch but resigned to remove from
1;.e city. It was known" the% that he
••: .1 rceeivcd a flatt ring call to 
go
;.1 -• .. here but the general public 
was
lint acquainted with the new locality.
Previ lc is a promissing town in Ore-
a'id Le Chri.tlan church 
there
:•ne of the strongest within the
• LOA. So Mr. tlIzss Acres not only 
to
to-owinri place but to a charge
• -loch will be pleasant and p
rofitable
to server
A host of friends made (hiring 
Mr.
Hz se' residence here while 
regretting
the removal of himself and fam
ily
frem the city will wish them health
and prosperity in their new home.
GOES TO NEW HOME.
Paducah for Oregon.
P..f...'11.1BLICAN URALITY IN
MAINE IS CUT DOWN
w York. Sept. IL—Republicans
--v Nlaine by about 8 000 against
year ago.
Littlefield wins by about o 000











Yesterday the grand jury returned
another batch of true bills. Twelve
of these indictments were against the
madames conducting the iibawdy
houses about the city and the others
were against Will Tucker. charged
with house breaking: Alex White,
petit larceny. and John Polk, charg-
ed with obtaining money under false
pretenses. Polk when presented asked
for and got his "medicine" as stated
above. White and Tucker are to be
tried today.
Murder Case Deferred.
The murder charge against Horace
Jenkins. which had been set down
for trial during the day, was con-
tinued until next Monday owing to
the absence of some witnesses
though something like twenty an-
swered to their names All-those pres-
ent were recognized and warned
under fine of $roo each not to fail
to appear 'Monday and to remain until
discharged.
Jenkins shot and killed Thomas
Jenkins at a picnic or dance held just
above Mechanicsburg several months
since. Both the murdrrer and his vic-
tim were co'ored. However there arc
several witnesses in the case who
are white .
Quick Jury Work.
There hasn't been a hung jury since
the court begun. The bodies seem
to be working with commendable
rapidness and uniformity of thought
and able to reach conclusions without
much parleying. The nearest ap-
proach to any of the juries failing to
agree was in the case of Gene Cecll
ar.41 Will Wilkerson, the colored boys
toed Monday afternoon charged with
stealing a suit of clothes from Wirie
Smith, a colored lad who had the
clothing in charge to deliver. The
jury left the court house for the
right, but after taking a calmer
thought decided to find a verdict and
did so. As stated yesterday they ren-
dered their verdict that night at 8
o'clock.
A Venting Cause.
The absence of witnesses has not
only delayed the work of the circuit
cr5Int the present term but has an-
noyed Judge Reed until he has well
put on his "angry clothes". Monday
he found so many witnesses absent
that he ordered subpoenas for every




(Continued From First Page.)
blank note was attached to the origi-
nal slip, and the note, slip and credit
memorandum were put in the box
with Hering's papers.
It is obvious that this method
would have been caught by the teller
of the savings department at the first
attempts by the depositor to with-
draw money, and that the scheme
could not have been worked without
the connivance of the teller.
In yesterday's work Inspector
Shippy and Attorney Joseph Weis-
senbach sought to find for the grand
jury papers that would disclose the





the notes peace- UMBRELLA repairing done at
meal. It is claimed that had any notes 311 South Third street on short no
aside from the list published, come to t
from the list published, come to • 
light the balance of the books would WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
be thrown out and this balance the Able-bodied unmarried men between
bank examiner. Mr. Jones. found ac- iges of 21 and 35; citizens of United
curate States, of good character an terspe•
Theodore Stensland yesterday af- rate habits, who can speak, read and
ternoon held a consultation with At- write English. For information ap-
torney !men. representing Receiver ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
Fetzer. Me. Fetzer is nut of the city itond House, Paducah, Ky.
and John C. Shea. his assistant, has
•:-
POPULAR WANTS. +
FOR RENT—One nicely furnished
700M with all conveniences, 837
Jefferson.
Miss L. V. Shaw, teacher of piano,
mandolin, guitar, 'and voice culture.
Studio 119 north Thirteenth street
tear Broadway. Conservatory metods
FOR RENT—One furnished room,
with all modern conveniences. 8,7
Jefferson.
FOR RENT—Room for rent at
314 North Sixth St.
FURNITURE bought and sold
Williams, 538 South Third street,
New phone 000A.
charge. ef the bank.
Today a trtfctee will be selected by
the creditors for the co,-operative
store.
would .fix a fine for all who then
failed to show up. Yesterday he found
only a feW tardy ones and these he
fined accordingly, sending one to jail
for two 'hours. Monday it took Dep-
uty Sheriff Rogers from the adjoura-
rient of court unti' midnight to sum-
mons forty-seven witnesses needed
yesterday, and last night he had an-
other large batch to hunt tip. Ere the
court is over it is safe to say that
Judge Reed will have not only fined
all relinquent witnesses but taught
each that when they are summon-
ed to apepar in his court that it
will save them trouble and perhaps
crin if they are on hand when want-
ed. The court, however, is not as
some may think, disposed to be czari-
cal, but determined to dispose of
business with promptness and the
least possible cost to the taxpayers of
the state.
CAUSE FOR COMMENT.
Fai:ure to Complete Walks at County
Court is Considered.
Notice Coal Dealers.
Sealed Bids for coal for the city
schools, about 15 car loads. Bids for
lump and nut per bushel. Hand to
fresident Williamson by Sept. 12
ton6 W. H. PITCHER, Sec'y.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND




Also to Asheville, Hendersonville,
Brevard, Lake Toxaway, Hot Sprang,
and many other resorts in the "Land
of the Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire'
country of Western North Carolina./
offering a high altitude, bracing
cl•mate. picturesque mountain scene'',
and splendid hotels.
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
the Sky" booklet and other hand-
There have been many attendants someiy illustrated literature.
epon the circuit court the past few
days who have asked the question
why the two main walks to thr2.
court house square are not completed.
When the two so-calltd triumphant
arches were removed it was given out
that they were to be replaced at once
with something better, but though
y-vcral months have passed the places
.roade less sightly by demolition of the
arches are still vacant.
If nothing else is to be done to the
main entrances they should at least be
put is a sightly condition, by the
;aldition of walk enNugh to make
them in keeping with the other parts
4,f the grounds. which have been plac-
ed in a condition creditable to the
county and those in control of the
court house grOunds.
Certainly a work so will begun and
prettily executed should not be left
in a condition that arouses curiosity
tool much comment that is not favor-
able in the least.
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent,
Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist. Pass.
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Gent. Pus.







Mr. Louis Dodd, of the Bandana
News, accompanied by his wife, has
been here settee Sunday yisiting•Mrs
Dodd's parents, Dr. and Mrs. Hall.
Mr. Dodd expects to return to Ban-
dana toay.
OFFICE PHONE 4114-a
Abram L. Well Se Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-
Campbell 13lock.




1 ! 6 Fraternity Building
RESIDENCE PHONE 323
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
1 5 Horse Power Motor.
51/4 HMS! POlief Motor.
r 8 Horse Power Motor.
1 to Horse Power Motor.
I 200 Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
121-123 North Fourth Street.
Buy your School Books early
YOU RUN NO RISK.
If you should purchase something you do not need we will either ex-
change or refund the money.
A SPECIAL OFFER. We have several hundred lights to 1 tera-
titre, grammers, histories and music readers used about two months in
the Chicago schools. These are pea ctically as good as new, and we can
save you quite a good deal on your purchases.
D. E WILSON AT HARBOUR'S STORE...
GIRL'S FEAR OF SPIRITS
IS CAUSE OF SUCICDE
Queer Methods of Fighttng Gruesome
Visitors Srown in Kitchen.
•
Detroit, Mich.. Sept. tt.—Louise
Gardner, formerly of Detroit, ' who
committed suicide in Jackson. Mich..
by taking carbolic acid Saturday was
driven to her deed through fear of
An investigation of the kitchi n
licre she • worke showed many
strange methods she adopted for sa)-:
riving away the gruesome things "During the' Alzawn fire three b
lot:
which she often comPained of haunt- jackets from the United States cruiscr
nig her. II er mistress planned to Raleigh were especially active in their
ivc a dinner last Thursday to a efforts to lend a. Ii Iping hand. In talc-
party of friends, which was not held, ing away the burning debris they
however. as Louise told her the gas were injured. The inenls flames were
range would not burn. It has been James Price`, R. 0. Manning and A'-
found since Louise's death that she bert- Rogan, seamen, and the commun.
had filled the burners with salt to ity of the Alzawn district wishes here-
keep the spirits from escaping from by openly and publicly'to express its
the pipes, which she believed were :sincere appreciation of these brave
their special abode. I men.'
AMERICAN SEAMEN ACT
AS HEROES IN JAP FIRE.
Thanks of Community Given Men In-
jured Removing Burning
Debris.
Washington, Sept. 11.----The brav-
ery of three American seamen in a re-
cent disastrous fire at Allawn. Japan
is recognized in the Japan Advertiser
copies of whch have jest been receiv-
ed at the navy department. The pap2r
GENUINE;TRADEWATER:COA REAL PITTSBURG
Lump°,12c, Nut 11c. Lump 13c, Nut 12c.1
Let us have your order now
West Kentucky CoaiCo.
Iseamarated.
Office"Second and Ohio. Both Telephones 254.
I
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